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PREFACE 
The purpose of this thesis i s  an attempt to review 
events in Madison and St . Clair Counties  in Illinois which 
contributed to an anti-German feeling in these counties 
during the period 1916-1919. 
Several minor events occurred during the period covered 
by this paper,  but one outstanding occurrence seems to be 
a culmination of anti-German feeling during World War I in 
the two counties and in the stat e .  No single occurrence 
caused so much concern in Illinois ,  the United States and 
Germany as did. the lynching of Robert P .  Prager, a. German 
alien, in Collinsville , Illinois on the night of April 5 ,  
1918. 
The "Prager lynching" would not have 'Geen possible with­
out a strong conditioning of the townspeople to foresake law 
and ord.er for uncontrolled mob act.ion in the name of justice 
and patriotism. The fact that most injustices to individual s 
during 1916-1919 occurred in the name of loyalty and pat­
riotism gives an additional scope to thi s thesis .  Patriotism 
is an attitude--a.feeling one has toward his country, and 
it i s  difficult to measure a feeling until it manifests itself 
into a:u event . 
1 
Woodrow Wilson expressed a fear that a • • •  " spirit of 
ruthless brutality" might infect • • •  "the Congre ss, the Courts, 
the policeman on the beat, the man on the stree t . " 1 The 
Wilson Admini stration , especially cabinet officers attempted 
to have Congress pass legi slation to control every phase of 
American attitudes through laws to curb speech, pre ss, and 
even to some extent religious worship, but to thi s writer 
the laws were found to be only partly responsible for the 
intensity of the anti-German feelings in  the two counties 
2 studied. 
The urgency to have Germans Americanized might have been 
more successful had the process started earlier . In some 
ways the general situation which culminated in the lynching 
of Robert Paul Prager was not the only approach to alien 
problems, nor was it the most radical movement experienced 
in the two counties.  It was at best a ta>dY approach to 
problems without recognition of  local animosities .  
The writer has used a topical_ rather than chronological 
approach to thi s paper, because many expressions of anti-
1Harry N. Scheiber, The Wilson Admini stration and Civil 
Liberties: 1917-1921 (New York: 1960), vii . 
� 
2 J. G .  Randall, The Civil War and Reconstruction (Boston: 
19 37 ) ,  414-16; W .  A .  running, "Disloyalty in Two Wars," 
American Hi storical Review, XXIV, (1919 ) ,  625-JO .  These works 
compare the intensity of Lincoln' s and Wilson's wartime 
legi slation dealing with civil liberties.  
ii  
German attitudes followed no order, but were rather sporadic. 
Federal laws also influenced public opinion a s  did state 
laws, but on the other hand public opinion influenced le�-
islation .  
This thesis i s  the re sult o f  weeks o f  work at various 
libraries, newspaper offices, and through personal interviews 
with prominent individual s in the area. Whenever personal 
interviews w-ere not po ssible the individual s were gracious 
enough to answer que stions through letters.  It is not po ssible 
to make a complete listing of every organization or individual 
who has contributed to my findings .  However, several sig-
nificant contributions were made by Leon Church, editor of  
the Lebanon, Illinois Advertiser; Mr . Ralph Adams, my father, 
and a member of Howard's Commonwealth Family for over ten 
years during 1919-1930; J .  Dan House, Manager of Advertising, 
General Steel Industries, Incorporated,-Granite City, Illinois, 
Staff: Criminal Records, Madison County Circuit Clerk, 
. -
Edwardsville, Illinois; Mrs . Lo�ise Ahrens of the Madison 
County Historical Museum; and Mr. C.A. Stickler, President, 
Alton Historical s6ciety . Several organizations were very 
helpful in directing me to soecial cases to be studied. Among 
those most helpful were The Illinois State Historical Society, 
the library staffs at the Granite City public Library, the 
East St. Loui s Public Library, the Collin sville Public Library, 
ill 
the Madi son County Hi storical Society, the St . Clair County 
Hi storical Society , and the State Hi storical Library at 
Springfield. My gratitude goe s out to my wife , Linda, who 
has shared the frustrations of end.le ss hours of searching 
through mountains of data for this paper and to Mrs .  Marlene 
( Beaumont} Kincaid who typed many drafts of this paper .  
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I 
A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF 1rHE GERMAN AMERICAN ELEMENT 
From the eighteen thirties until after the Civil war 
German ·immigrants poured into the United States.  They were 
located throughout the northern portion of the country in a 
belt-like region stretching from Pennsylvania to the western 
boundary of Iowa .1 They did not come in a constant stream , 
rather they came in fluctuating cycles  depend.ing upon the 
oppressiveness of the political and religious situation in 
Germany . In 1848 the immigrants were mostly made up of pol-
1t1cal exiles ,  including many men of unusual talents who almost 
at once captured the leadership of the German American element . 
These university professors, physicians, lawyers, newspaper-
men, and even a few aristocrats encouraged a sense of the past 
. ' 
in the heart s of German Americans everywhe;� . 2 This new 
·. 
1Edward Al sworth Ross , The Old World In The New, (New 
York , 1914), 46 . 
2Ibid . ,  47,  50 ,  5 2 .  Ross maintained that immigrant s of 
1848 were-largely intellectual s who dreamed of a "Little 
Germany" in Illlinois ,  but those coming after 1870 lo st them­
selves to the American political dream of personal freedom. 
Ro ss also proposed that the earlier immigrants ,  called Forty­
Eighters because they arrived in 1848, were largely from 
Brandenburg , Prussia. They allegedly came to the United states 
to escape the �olitical turmoil of consolidating all German 
principalit18s into one state .  
-1-
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"Renaissance" of German culture had. a marked effect upon 
German communities throughout the United States as journal-
ists printed German language newspaper s ,  and cultural societ-
ies developed in almost every German American community. 
The German element in Belleville ,  Mascoutah, New Baden, 
and Lebanon in St . Clair County , and East St . Louis ,  Alton, 
Collinsville , and Maryville in Madison County transplanted a 
great deal of the German culture in southwestern Illinoi s .  
By 1853 most o f  these German communities introduced Vereins ,  
[singing societies], Turneveins , [physical fitness clubs] , 
Germania Bunds , [cultural societiesl ,  and German Catholic ,  
Methodist , and Lutheran churches.3 For the most part these 
immigrants had little choice in adapting the German culture ,  
for until they came there was little culture to be found in 
the open prairies  along the Mississippi river bottom . 
German parochial schools were well establ�shed by the time 
free public education took root in Illinois ,  and the German 
communities were well ahead of many others in providing a 
·. 
liberal education for young people. But along with this in-
terest was the concentrated effort to retain the German culture 
for future generations. Schools and other institutions tried 
)Bobbie Curelon Davies,  German Migration to St . Clair 
County, Illinois ,  1830-186£ (unpublished mastei=Ts�hesi s ,  
University of Oklahoma, Il inois State Historical Library , 
Springfield, Illinois , 1949), 5-6. 
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to copy Germany in every aspect of education, art, literature, 
and religion. It i s  not unnatural that many towns took on a 
particular German characteri stic . Homes were built to open 
directly onto the streets while reserving as much ground as 
possible for the back garden. Each farm surrounding these 
trading centers showed the thrift of the German farmer--well 
4 kept barns and stock pens, and conservative farming methods. 
Taverns in the towns served the "light" lagers of Bavaria and 
Bohemia rather than the stronger drinks, and they were marked 
by outside beer gardens .  Name s o f  towns, streets, and bus­
inesses all had a strong leaning toward the old country . 5 
By 1912 the German blood was accredited with running 
through the veins of one fourth of the population in the 
United States.  Hi storians and politicians excused these 
German communities  for their lack of Americanization and re-
vered their contributions to the steady economic growth of the 
states whe�ein they resided . 6 J. s. Hoerner, in writing the 
Centennial Hi story 2£ Madison County observed that the 
Germans "are steadfast in their lo�ed for the old country--
4Ro ss, 52 .  
5Ib1d., 53 .  
6Belleville Advocate, October 16, 1914, 5; Collinsville 
Herald, April 12, 1918, 4. Illinois Senator Lawrence Yates 
Sherman, a critic  of Wilson' s, lauded the Germans of Illinois 
as law-abiding, industrious, thrifty, and most desirable as 
citizens . The recognition of Germans i s  suggested in Frank 
o. Lowden, " Illinois, The New Keystone of the Union," Review 
of Reviews LVII, (March, 1918 ), 271 . 
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loving it as children love, respect and revere a mother; 
remembering it as the home of their happy childhood • • • •  " 
Yet, even though they loved Germany, they loved America "as 
the wife of their choice; and they[knewl that the wife does 
not blame the son who kindly remembers and honors the mother."7 
The German element added nothing new to the civil and 
political liberties already adhered to in the United States, 
but in personal freedom of thought and conscience their con-
tribution has been valuable as a voice of dissension even 
though they came under harassment from 1917-1919.8 During 
a time when most Americans stifled under a "pall" of war 
hysteria, the German element refused to give up their tradi­
tions for the sake of patriotism, or loyalty. They could not 
believe that because Germany and the United States were at 
war all things German were undesirable in their communities. 
They had, during the 1870's survived charges of "introducing 
anarchism and socialism into this country, and they had proved 
themselves as loyal Americans.09 They could survive the crit-
icisms o� irate groups again without changing their German 
character. But when the European War raged across France in 
7J. s. Hoerner, Centennial History of Madison County 
{Chicago, 1912), 260. 
8Ross, 57; Carl F. Wittke, German Americans and the 
world�' (Columbus, Ohio, 1936}, 8)-84. 
j!bid.' 66. 
,.. 
- :J-
·1914, extremi sts would no longer permit a "little Germany" 
in the midst of loyal, patr�otic Americans. 
When the war finally drew the United states to the side 
of France and Britain in February, 1917, the attitude of the 
non-Germanic citizens rapidly evolved from admiration of German 
customs, to toleration, and finally to complete disdain for 
all things German. Of course, not all German Americans were 
completely loyal to the American cause . A small minority 
chose to 1�ssi st the mother country rather than the wife; and 
since they were a part of the German element, their actions 
threw suspicion on all persons of  German descent. Throughout 
the war years the majority were persecuted. In some cases 
very subtly, but in a few extreme cases at the hands of 
hysterical mobs. The public opinion, especially in Madison 
and St. Clair Counties, brought to an end the outward mani-
festations of the German culture that set it apart from 
typicaJ American communitie s .  
It wa.s this kind of hysteria that· mig!lt hP..ve infected 
Levi Mayer, a member of the Chicago Defense Committee, when 
he initiated a resolution to reduce Germans in the United 
state s to prisoners in their own home s .  Speaking before an 
Americanization Committee of the Department of Interior on 
April 3, 1918,10 Mayer proposed that since Illinoi s Germans 
lOu. s .  Department of  Interior, Americanization as a War 
Measure, Bulletin No.  18 ( Washington, 1918), 5-8. Thi s-con= 
ference was called to suggest action to promote Americanization 
through congressional legislation. 
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"are as much at home as they were in the countrie s  they came 
from, except that they knew they are no longer in their 
native countries, but • • •  in Illinois, the United states 
Congress • • •  should have [all] foreigners �n the country 
denied the right to follow their vocation, whether it be 
practicing law or practicing medicine, or carrying brick or 
mortar, or delivering newspapers, unle s s  before a given date • • •  
they make ·application to become United States citizen s . "11 
Mayer further proposed that all German language newspapers be 
made to carry propaganda articles i s sued by the Office of 
Education and translated into German. 
There i s  little question that German Americans in the 
United. States·--though only a minority were guil ty--attem'9ted 
to prevent war with Germany, or after thi s failed, they tried 
to urevent the full efforts of United States' parti cipation . 
There were German Americans who were wi�ling to actively 
parti cipate in politics  to prevent war with Germany; but 
most of the anti�war �ovement was. a conelomeration of effort s 
by Germans, social i sts, humanitarians, and i solationi sts  
which were so intertwined that purely German American effort s 
11Ibi d . ,  24- 25 .  Mayer was quite out o f  the spirit of 
conference as outlined by Secretary Franklin K .  Lane in his 
opening speech. "We are not eathered. to speak bitterly of 
others or to speak boastfully of ourselve s .  We have come 
to talk to5ether as Americans to find out how there might 
be made a greater America, a nobler America." Ibid., lJ.  
-7-
are very difficult to decipher from all the rest . 12 In the 
two counti e s  studied , there were a few efforts by the German 
element to aid the Kaiser' s  cause . They were indeed minor 
movements of which a few example s will suffice to indicate 
their nature and scope . 
In 1916 the newspapers in St . Clair County carried 
storie s  of relatives in Germany winning honors in the Europ-
ean War. The. Belleville Daily Advocate went so far on January 
8 ,  1916 as to publi sh a story of Corporal Frederick Meyer of 
Hamburg being personally awarded the Iron Cross by Emperor 
William.13 Similar articles revered the German cause and 
spoke against the British propaganda agents' efforts to 
bring the United States into the war against their mother 
country. Financial contributions sometimes accompanied 
verbal sentiments .  The Germania Bund of Belleville in 1914 
organized a dr�ve to collect funds for Ge!man soldiers on the 
front line s ,  and after considerable effort , the director, 
·-
Mr. Charles  F .  Sieb of that city , sent a total of $600 .00 
to the German Consul in St . Loui s ,  Mi ssouri to be transferred 
12wittke , 84. German Americans met in Washington to 
"reestablish genuine American neutrality . "  The conference , 
made up of journali sts,  professors, and German-American 
congressmen from Missouri and Iowa vowed to support only 
candidates who "preferred American interests,  to those of 
Britain."  
lJBelleville Daily Advocate ,  January 8 ,  1916,  2. 
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to the German Red Cross in Berlin. Other organizations fol­
lowed this example with contributions either to relatives 
back home or to the German Red Cross.14 
On occasion, protests came from German leaders in Mad-
ison County. In 1917, Bishop Janssen, religious leader of 
the District Verband, condemned the United States for entering 
the war and was infuriated when Collinsville, Belleville, and 
East St. Louis dropped the German language from the local 
schools. He declared such actions a violation of the German 
American citizens' rights, and unpatriotic to people from 
Germany.15 
Charles J. Reuter, president of the Lebanon Gesay Verein, 
seemed to sum up the German American feelings toward the 
United States when, shortly before the war, he published his 
views in the local paper. "Naturally, being a German by 
birth," he said to a Lebanon Advertiser reporter, "and having 
many near relatives in that country, I have had a deep 
14 Ibid., September 18, 1914, 7.  The Germania Bund' s 
contribution was followed by one from the Kronthal-Ledertafal 
Society of Belleville and East St. Louis.for $23 .00 to orphan 
children of Germany, and the German American Alliance donated 
$80 . 00 to the German Red Cross; see issues dated October 21, 
1914, and October 23, 1917; Jacob Hass and Walter Van Der 
Wolk of Belleville returned to Germany to enlist as home 
guards in the army. 
1 5 b I id., November 23, 1917, 2 .  
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sympathy for the German cause in the .European War ." 16 Speak-
ing as a representative of all German Americans in his com-
munity , Reuter believed emphatically that Wilson had badly 
bungled affairs with Germany , but he persisted " our sympathy 
for Ger�any in the .European struggle has, and can have , no 
bearing upon our attitude should. America and Germany actively 
break . A s  we [German Americans] repeatedly proved our 
loyalty in the past we will again demonstrate our Americanism 
in the future • • • •  "17 
As the road to World War I continued , everything of the 
German tradition became suspec t .  But i f  the brief survey taken 
by the Lebanon Advertiser February 8, 1917 can be construed 
as a measure of the loyalty of the German Americans in Mad-
i son and St . Clair Counties,  then most of the animosity 
against them was both unnecessary and unjust . 
The paper surveyed over fifty German Americans in 
Lebanon with just four questions. Businessmen, professional 
men, farmers,  skilled workmen, and laborers in the random 
·. 
sample were all German Americans. 
16Lebanon Advertiser, Februa.ry 9 ,  1917, l ;  Reuter' s 
views should be compared with those of the Chicago Peoples 
Council of America for Democracy which formed branch organi­
zations in East st . Louis and Belleville . However ,  the 
American Protective League , and the Espionage Act of 1917 
squelched pro-German organizations; see Belleville Daily 
Advocate ,  September 14, 1917, 2. 
l? "Ibid . ,  February 9 ,  1917, l ;  Leon Church,  Editor of 
Lebanon Advertiser to F rank G .  Adams,  December 18, 1965. 
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''l .  Have your sympathies been with Germany in 
the European War? 
2 .  Do you believe that present conditions 
warrant war between the U . S .  and Germany? 
J. If  War between Germany and the U . S .  should 
become necessary to preserve our national 
honor and to protect our people , would you 
favor it? 
4.  If  such a war were declared would the fact 
that Germany instead of some other country 18 was the foe , affect your loyalty to the U . S . ?" 
The Advertiser found that 88 per cent of the German Americans 
favored Germany in the European war; 9 3  per cent believed the 
relations between the United States and Germany did not war-
rant war; but, 100 per cent of those questioned. favored war • • •  
" i f  it did become necessary to protect Ameri ca' s honor and 
people .1119 One hundred per cent also stated they would remain 
loyal to the United States if America entered the conflict . 
For the Germans in Madison and St . Clair Counties thi s 
survey marks the final attempt at a logical or objective view 
of the true feelings of the German American population in 
either county . 20 In the next few months, discriminating 
laws and mob violence allowed little room for objectivity . 
18Ibid . , 1 .  
19Ibid., 1 .  
20 Ibid., 1. ·rhe February 9, 1917 i ssue of the Lebanon 
Adverti ser was mainly devoted to German American opinion. 
German views on propaganda were illustrated in the East st . 
Loui s Journal, �ebruary 19, 1917 , 2 .  
XI 
LAWS AND ORGANIZED LOYALTY 
J:n his war message Woodrow Wilson decla:.�ed, "From the 
very outset of the present war, [Germanyl hP.s filled our 
unsuspectin�; communities and even our offices of government 
with spies a�d set criminal intrigues everywhere afoot 
e.gainst our national U.Yli ty of counsel, our peace within aYid 
without, our industries and our commerce." He went on to 
issue st er� we.rning to disloyal persons in the nation: "If 
there be disloyalty, it will be dealt with with a firm hand 
of sterr. repre ssion; but if it lifts its head at all, it 
will lift it only here and. there without countenance except 
from a lawle ss • • •  few.111 The President's warning was quickly 
-
fortified. by the Espionage Act passed by Congress two months 
after the war message. Later two additional laws were added 
to support the first. 
The act had been carefully constructed by United states 
Attorney-General �homas A .  Gregory and introduced immediately 
after the President's war message by Repre sentative E .  Y. 
1 Scheiber, vii. 
-11-
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Webb of North Carolina and Senator Charles A. Culberson of 
Texas.2 It was intended as a measure to prohibit the most 
flagrant attempts to obstruct or destroy the war effort. 
Penalties were set for conviction of those who "willfully 
conveyed false reports or false statements with intent to 
interfere with the operation of the United States or to 
promote the success of its enemies."3 Under the broad scope 
of the law anyone who interfered with the military, the 
government, or the draft was subject to fines up to $10,000 
or twenty years imprisonment or both. 
The second major piece of legislation to affect the 
people of Madison and st. Clair Counties was the Sabotage 
Act of April 20, 1918 which provided penalties for the mal-
icious destruction or injury to property, no matter how 
essential it was to the over all war effort.4 This law was 
so broad that prosecutions could be made for the destruction 
of any property in the United States. 
.. 
The third statute which resulted from anti-German feel-
ings was the Sedition Act of May 16,  191 8 .  The Sedition 
Act came about as amendments to the Espionage Act of 1917 . 
2 Ibid., 55 .  
3Ibid., 55 .  
4 Ibid., 56 
-1 3-
Justice Department officials put strong efforts forth to 
convince Congress that this bill would " remove the causes 
of mob violence and vigilante justice . 115 Mob violence and 
v igilante justice had run its  course in Madi son and St. Clair 
Counties  by July, 191 8 .  By the time the law was fully in 
effect several persons had been tarred and feathered; one 
had been hanged; and one had committed suicide . Score s  of 
others had been coerced into outward manifestations of pat-
rioti sm. These laws gav e  the federal government the oppor-
tunity to hear cases that would otherwi se been ruthle ssly 
handled by street mobs. However, the laws were so broad in 
prov iding penalties against utterances or printed material 
opposing the United States or members of any government of 
the United States that federal district attorneys and United 
S tates: Marshalls often found that some action had to be 
taken on each report of di sloyalty, or local citizens would 
take matters into their own hands .  Clyde Capron, Deputy 
United States Marshall for the two counties  frequently vi sited 
sections of hi s territory to l i sten to accusations made by 
local citizens against persons of either German descent, or 
pro-German v iews . 6 
5rbid., 56 .  
6East St . Louis Journal, May ll, 1917 ,  7 .  
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Shortly after the Reserve,? a steam yacht of the Alton Naval 
Militia was blown up at the Alton dock, Capron paid a visit 
to that city. He heard numerous cases against pro-Germans 
but one incident on his visit stands out as a typical pro-
cedure for handling cases which had no real evidence to 
support them, yet, local citizens demanded action. c. F. 
Mureggenberg, formerly head of the German-American Alliance 
in the area was brought before Capron on charges that he 
supported the German government and belonged to anti-American 
organizations. Mureggenberg denied the charges declaring 
he resigned from the German-American Alliance over a contro-
versy stemming from financial management, and that he had 
also discontinued his German language newspaper as an act of 
loyalty. Capron agreed not to press charges against him if 
he kept an American flag hanging outside his home at all 
times. Mureggenberg gladly agreed. Local citizens seemed 
-
satisfied, and Capron dropped the investigation.8 
- -
There were a few cases, investie?ated by fed.eral author­
ities in the two counties which indicated a rise of sentiment 
against political organizations which seemed to have anti-
American attitudes. The Collinsville Herald ran a series of 
?Ibid., February 20, 1917, 2; May 2,  1917, J .  Two 
months after the Reserve sank Fred Shu.ltz, a 23 year old German 
was arrested in Woodriver. He was an escaped German prisoner. 
The anti-German feeling increased in Alton after this date. 
8Ibid., May 2,  1917, J .  
-15-
articles about the Industrial Workers of the World accusing 
the Industrial Workers of the World of spending money to 
cause strikes at the coal mines near Collinsville and Mary­
ville. 9 Industrial Workers' agents were supposed to have 
sabotaged mine scales which caused delays while miners and 
owners haggled over correct weights of coal cars. During 
the summer of 1917 when miners struck for improved working 
conditions the Herald advocated federal intervention to 
prevent agents from interfering with the war effort. The 
official union for the miners was the United Mine Workers, 
and after an investigation federal authorities found no 
mismanagement within the union, or its method of operation.10 
In Nameoki, Illinois, a community located near Granite 
City, federal agents were again called into an investigation 
of an incident involving the city mayor. Mayor Christain s. 
Kuennemann, a leader in southern Illinois politics was 
indicted by a federal grand jury for tampering with the 
--
operations of the exemption boards in Madison County. He 
was charged with having uttered several verbal attacks on 
local exemption boards and created dissatisfaction among 
Madison County draftees. Kuennemann's case was dragged on 
9collinsville Herald, August J, 1917, 1. 
10 Ibid. , August 10, 1917, 1. 
-16-
for several months, and eventually dropped without a trial. 
Local citizens seemed satisfied that justice had been served.11 
Throughout the war federal agents were called into 
numerous petty, misanthropic cases stemming from alleged vi-
olations of federal statutes. In East St. Louis federal 
agents were asked to prevent Professor R. G. Broaddeus from 
making a speech telling local citizens how they might cut 
the high cost of living. Broaddeus, a former purchasing 
agent for the Army, was suspected by local citizens of being 
an agent to delay military operations. Federal agents dis­
couraged the speech, and oroaddeus quietly left the community.12 
A few months later federal officers were called to Belleville, 
the county seat of st. Clair County located twenty miles from 
East St. Louis. Local citizens demanded federal agents pre-
vent saboteurs from poisoning the flour at the local mill. 
Finally guards were placed on day and night shifts around the 
mill. There was no evidence that poisoned flour existed, but 
the confines of the mill were placed off limits to German 
Americans in Belleville.13 
Being restricted to certain areas of a city was nothing 
llrbid., August 2, 1918, l; July 26, 1918, 2. 
12East St. Louis Journal, April 30, 1917, 1. 
13Belleville Advocate, December 1, 1917, 1. 
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new for German Americans in either county. Regulation of 
enemy aliens came at the outset of the war and by November 
16, 1917 by an executive order from Wilson. Local author­
ities were requested to furnish registration cards for all 
aliens in their respective communities.14 Granite City was 
so caught off guard by the request that registration was 
held up while local police learned the fine art of taking 
finger prints. In Belleville local authorities not only 
registered aliens but also adopted the "parole" system so 
local aliens could travel from one community to another. 
A parolee had to have at least one loyal citizen vouch for 
him and accompany him outside the limits of the city. During 
registration and parole aliens were informed of the restricted 
areas both in Belleville and surrounding communities. Des-
pite the warnings they were given, several residents were 
arrested in St. Louis, Missouri for viol�ting the restricted 
areas ruling or for forgetting their travel passes from 
--
Illinois to Missouri. All males fourteen years of age or 
older were required to register and acquire a guardian to 
vouch for them.15 3y June 17, 1918 these restrictions were 
14scheiber, 14; Belleville Advocate, June 28, 1918,1; 
Collinsville Herald, April lJ, 1917, l; Granite City Press­
Record, January 23, 1918, 1. Press-Record stated, 0all those 
not registered by January 25, 1918 would be arrested. and 
interned. for the duration of the war." 
l5Marguerite Edith Jenison, The War Time Or
�
anizations 
of Illinois, (Springfield: 1923)-;-v.-;-?3; Grani e City Press­
Record., February 6, 1918, l; Belleville Advocate, February 25, 
1918, 1 :  East St. Louis Journal, April 5, 1917, 1. 
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also including women. Most aliens went through the regis-··  
tration or elected to take up American citizenship as an 
16 alternate to registering as an enemy alien. 
The whole process of regulating loyalty became so 
complex that it often overlapped. On the state level Governor 
Frank o . _Lowden proposed a state wide defense organization to 
regulate all phases of the war effort . The State legislature 
responded with an act establishing the Illi nois Council of 
Defense . The statute called for three divisions in the 
council: (1) A series of state wide organizations to pro-
mote manufacturing, farming, and other means of production to 
aid the war effort ; ( 2 )  Local councils consisting of Women's 
publicity, Conservation, Neighborhood Councils, and many 
similar organizations to assist local communities in all phases 
of the war effort; and, ( 3 )  National Committees to carry out 
the war effort as an extension of nation�l programs .17  
Within the National Committee division was the Ameri can 
.. 
Protective League, and the .National Security League . In 
16Ibid . ,  73; Belleville Advocate, April 26, 1918, 2 ;  
Granite City Press-Record, January 18, 1918, l ;  Press-Record 
indicated that aliens "were really giving proof of their 
peaceful disposition and of their intention to conform to 
the laws of the United States . "  In Belleville, aliens in­
cluded several nuns at local hospitals . See Belleville 
Advocate, June 18, 1918, 4. 
l?Illinois State Council of Defense :  Final Report of the 
State Council of Defense of Illinois, 19f7-1918-19i9, (Spring= 
field : 1919),74; hereafter listed as F nal Report ; see 
Jeni son, V. , 2 3 • 
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Illinois these leagues consisted of volunteers who reported 
disloyalty and pro-German views to federal authorities . 
These were largely in the Chicago area. The downstate area 
operated.through volunteers in the Neighborhood Defense 
Committees.  Each c0mmunity had a Defense Committee which 
operated under the direction of the State Neighborhood Defense 
Committee .  Most of the various committee under the State 
Defense Committee had very little to do with increasing anti-
German attitudes . �owever, the main function of the Neigh-
borhood Defense Committees was to stimulate patriotism in 
the state . Local Councils of  Defense were organized to carry 
out patriotic meetings on the local level . Bond drives, 
flag day parades, and service flag raising were a part of 
the Council's functions . Many of these local councils fre-
quently formed organized community vigilante committees to 
act as court in determining disloyalty in thei r  home towns . 18 
Shortly after the Defense Council of Collinsville was organ­
ized in March, 1918 and elected c .  G .  borris, the school 
superintendent, as its president,"· it found occasion to express 
its patriotism and. add to the growing anti-German feeling in 
that city . 19 Louis Hilbert was brought before the Committee 
18There were exceptions . In Granite City the Council of 
Defense formed a Patriotic Club for Young Women. The club 
functioned like a Young women's Christian Association; Final 
Report, 182. 
19collinsville Herald, March 8, 1918, l; March 29, 1918, 1 .  
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charged with boasting his parents were German. The Com-
mittee discovered he was born in Kovno Prov ince , Russia, and 
he had frequently sent money to hi s parents there . Thi s 
seemed to add up to p�o-German leanings because Russia had 
signed an armistice with Germany . The major objection the 
Defense Committee had against Hilbert was hi s statement that 
he could "lick" nine "yanks" at a time .  He was fined $25 . 00 
and ordered to buy a savings stamp each day , or more direct 
action would be taken against him. 20 
Quite o ften the introduction o f  a Local Defense Com-
mittee was also the beginning of newspaper accounts o f  un-
usual occurrence s .  I n  Lebanon, Illino i s  the situation became 
acute in June , 1918 . William Ehrhardt , a 59 year old German 
American was arrested by authorities on information from the 
Local Defense Committee . The Committee claimed Ehrhardt 
made di sloyal utterance s quite frequent!� , and he would not 
explain why he kept a picture of the Kaiser in his home . He 
was finally convicted under the Sedition Act and sentenced 
21 to five years impri sonment at Leavenworth, Kansas. 
When men of dre:ft age refused to regi ster or apparently 
20Ibid. , August 2 3 ,  191 8 ,  1 .  
21Lebanon,  Advert i ser ,  June 21 , 1918,  7. There i s  no 
record in  the newspapers ,  or local courts to indicate hi s 
remarks Verbatim . 
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had no job, they were dubbed slackers by Local Defense 
Committees. In Granite City, Madison, and Venice, Local 
Defense Committees were instrumental in catching up with 
several slackers.22 A few were German Americans, but most 
were persons who had somehow avoided registering and made 
the mistake of discussing it publicly. The East St. Louis 
Council of Defense helped. to "round up" many Negro slackers 
who had come to that city from the southern states but failed 
to register for any of the three draft calls.23 Typical 
of the cases involving slackers was that of Sam Miller of 
Granite City who claimed to have had no occupation and 
boasted that he was thirty-eight years old and did not have 
to register. Local Committee members gave this information 
to the police and he was arrested. Since he could not prove 
his age, he was turned over to federal authorities for pro-
24 secution. 
Minorities were the most subjected to accusations of 
·-
being slackers. In Belleville George Maclusio, an Italian 
·. 
naturalized citizen, was arrested and held without bail when 
22East St. Louis Journal, June 18, 1917, .3; June 13, 
1917, l; June 14, 1917, l. The term slacker came to mean 
draft-dodgers, unemployed, and even aliens who did not carry 
a registration card. 
23 Ibid., May 29, 1917, ,3. 
24Granite City Press-Record, January 29, 1918, l. 
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he reported to the draft board one day late despite the fact 
he had a written statement that hi s employer would not per­
mit him to leave work the day before hi s arrest . 25 on 
September 6, 1918 the Illino i s  Adjutant General instructed 
local authoritie s to hold city wide slacker round-ups .  Col-
linsville police chief , Charle s  Saten, arre sted twelve persons 
who either had no job or had not regi stered for the draf t . 26 
East st . Loui s  found more Negro slackers as well as a few 
German Americans, and Lebanon impo sed an additional local 
ordinance on slackers.  Anyone not regi stered for the draft 
or who profe ssed to be a conscientious objector would perform 
farm work for the same pay as a private in the Army . 27  Fair-
mont City , a suburban area of East st . Loui s managed to 
round up one hundred slackers consi sting of a few German 
28 Americans, but mo st were Mexicans. 
On occasion slacker round-ups and draf t drive s were not 
carried on by local council s  but by busine ss and profe ssional 
organizations.  This was e specially true in the larger com-
munitie s .  I t  i s  quite possible that these groups were re spon-
25East St .  Louis Journal , June 1 3 ,  191 7 ,  1. 
26 Collinsville Herald , September 6 ,  1918, 1 .  
27Lebanon Advert i ser,  June 28 , 191 8 ,  1 .  
28East St . Loui s Journal , June 17 ,  191 7 ,  1 .  
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sible for information leading to investigations by local 
councils of defense, but there is no information available 
to substantiate the activities o f  groups which assisted the 
. 29 local defense council s .  
Defense Committees continued to broaden their activities 
on charges of disloyalty, hoarding food, sabotage, and pat-
riotic demonstrations so that federal authorities bep;an to 
circumvent the local committees to curb their activities. 
U sin� the newspa�ers as a media of communication to residents, 
federal officers encouraged private citizens to report direct-
ly to federal officers any instance of  hoarding crops, of 
high prices charged by grocers, of  disloyalty, and of  farmers 
who refused to produce as much a s  possible. JO 
Sarlier in Alton and East st . Louis a comprehensive 
system for gathering information about pro-Germans was estab-
lished. Officer s like Capron visited ar�as heavily populated 
by Germans. Sach citizen in the cor.imuni ty was tole. he shared 
responsibility with the federal government ir. watching for 
·. 
utterances against the United states .  In organizing a system 
of  federal control over ca.ses involving federal statutes the 
federal aGents were able to curb the activities of local 
29collinsville 3erald, May 26, 1917, 1 .  
JOibid., January 18, 1918, l; April 18, 1918, 2; 
Lebanon Advertiser, April 5 ,  1918, l; !1pril 19, 1918, l; 
Jenison, v., 322. 
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councils. The councils concentrate d more and more on e xpres­
sions of patriotism.31 
Even though a great deal of planning went into patriotic 
de monstrations, ge nuine e nthusiasm for the war ove rshadowe d 
planne d e ve nts on more than one occasion. William L. Nicols, 
a Le banon farme r, be came so enlighte ne d afte r attending sev-
eral organize d patriotic me e tings that he sold his farm of 
ove r JOO acre s for $50 ,000 and invested the e ntire sum in 
Unite d state s Liberty Bonds.3 2 such patriotism could not be 
matche d  by many in the Lebanon community e ve n  though the 
students at a local Me thodist Colle ge pe titione d. church 
leaders to e stablish a military training µrogram on the campus. 
The program was finally e stablished after students enlisted 
the aid of the faculty. East St. Louis also had true pat­
riotic moments within its school system. Afte r the Mayor 
made seve ral trips to Springfield, the East St. Louis High 
School be came the first in the state to allow graduation 
credit for military course s • .3.3 
·-
·. 
When Woodrow Wilson addre sse d the Daughte rs of the 
31East St. Louis Journal, April 2, 1917, 7 • 
.32Le banon Advertise r, June 1, 1917, 4; Nicols sold his 
farm to a Ge rman Ame rican, L. L. Pfeffer, who purchase d it 
for his son. The son had recently graduated from the 
University of Illinois School of A griculture , but was 
drafte d shortly after graduation. 
33East St. Louis Journal, February 7, 1917, l; Fe bruary 
9, 1917, 1. 
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A merican Revolution's annual convention in 1917, many German 
comm�nities in the nation had experienced zealous patriotic 
demonstrations. Still the President singled out aliens and 
naturalized citizens as objects of suspicion. He stated that 
he believed most foreign born citizens were loyal, but he 
said, "I am in a hurry for an opportunity to have a line up 
and let the men who are thinking first of other countries 
�tand on one side and all those that are for A merica first, 
last, and all the time on the other side."34 
From 1917 to the end of the war Madison and St. Clair 
Counties had their line up. In East St. Louis and Belleville 
naturalization offices had to put on a night shift to handle 
the requests for naturalization papers. During the spring 
of 1917 five thousand persons of Polish descent held parades 
and arranged for aliens to register for citizenship papers.35 
During the months of February and March, 1917 over one-hundred 
-
Germans registered for citizenship along with three-hundred 
A ustrians.36 Many chose citizenship to r�gis�ering for alien 
3 4Ray s. Baker and w. E. Dodd, eds., The Public Papers 
of Woodrow Wilson, (New York: 1925-1927) , --rTl., 379; see also 
Y'5id., 162-3. Wilson sympathized with Germans who were per­
secuted without motive, but ended his note with, "Of course, 
if any person is dangerous to the Government or to the com­
munity in which he or she lives, that is another matter." 
35East St. Louis Journal, May 28, 1917, 1-2. 
36Ibid., February 9, 1917, l; February 14, 1917, 2; 
A pril 8, l917, 1. 
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enemy passes, but there were those who sought citizenship as 
a demonstration of their loyalty to the United States. 
Beginning in the summer of 1917 and continuing until an 
influenza epidemic hit the area in the fall, patriotic demon-
strations, parades, and speeches occurred in one or more of 
the communities of Madison and st. Clair Counties daily. East 
St. Louis and Alton held "Wake .UP" marches in which over five-
thousand adults and children and one-hundred automobiles, 
buggies, and wagons participated.37 In Belleville the Daily 
Advocate sponsored a Tobacco Fund in which they collected 
funds to send 40, 480 cigarettes, 1, 185 cans of tobacco, and 
13 ) plugs of chewing tobacco to American soldiers in France.3
8 
When Belleville was accused of harboring pro-German elements 
the Mayor proclaimed a day of demonstration, and on April 20, 
1917 ten-thousand men, women, and children waving American 
flags paraded in the public square singing patriotic songs 
and listening to patriotic speakers. 3 9 
·-
Every communi.ty had its branch of the Red Cross. Fae-
·. 
tories employing women turned out in a body to enlist as 
volunteers. Junior Red Crosses were established as well as 
3 7rbid., April 12, 1917, 2; April 20, 1917, 3 ; Collins­
ville Herald, April 6, 1917, 1. 
3 8Bellev11le ·Advocate, December 7, .. 1917 • . 2 • .. 
3 9East St. Louis Journal, April 20, 1917, l. 
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High School Red Cross Clubs. Any female who truly professed 
patriotism to the United States was expected to be a volunteer 
in one of the various local Red Cross divisions. Lebanon with 
less than two thousand inhabitants had over 900 in Red Cross 
Units by the end of the war.40 
During the summer months of 1918 there was a falling off 
of patriotic demonstrations, and Local Defense Committees 
introduced "Service Flag Ra1sings"41 on which occasion the 
family of a service man raised a flag with one star on it in 
his honor. Neighborhoods also had flags with the number of 
stars representing the men in the service from that area. 
These were followed by community service flags. It was quite 
possible for a family to spend their Sunday afternoons attend-
ing one flag raising after another. In addition to each of 
these celebrations the Mayors of the larger communities fort-
ified these demonstrations by declaring a community day for 
flag raising--schools were dismissed, and a general day of 
celebration followed with speeches, bands, and awards given 
by the community to outstanding citizens. 
The tempo of patriotism ran high throughout the war. 
Mayor Mollmann of East St. Louis felt the full effect of the 
401ebanon Advertiser, May 4, 1917 ,  l; July 6 ,  1917,  l; 
November 9 ,  1917, 1. 
41F1nal Report, 100; 3elleville News Democrat, April 4, 
191 8 ,  l; Belleville, Advocate, April 5, 1918 , 5. 
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tempo when a crowd gat hered outside the city hall to demand 
an explanation why the Mayor allowed the flag to fly at half 
staff. After shout s and insinuations that Mollmann's G erman 
ancestry had something t o  do with the f lag' s position, the 
janit or investigated the matter t o  find that t he flag had 
become tangled in the lanyard. 42 
G erman and A merican saloon keepers offered space in their 
est ablishments for night classes to t each aliens the English 
language and prepare them for naturalization. These backroom 
classrooms worked well until several communities passed " blue 
laws" prohibit ing the sale of alcoholic beverages on Sundays. 
Many of the saloon-schools were promptly closed with the ex-
planat ion, " no beer, no school." 
The wave of patriotism in 1917 and 1918 fanned t he flames 
of anti-German feelings. The subtle pressures placed on Ger-
man Americans caused a rapid change in s�hools, businesses, 
and religious institutions. More violent act s increased these 
changes until German Americans renounced the German heritage 
for the appearance of bein g  "pure" Americans. 
42�ast St . Louis Journal, March 5 ,  191 7 ,  1 .  
I I I  
q�s?o�. S E  FHOI'i GERHAH f\ �'1,ERICM·JS _1nm I\lCREASED VIOL�\CS 
Se spo�1 se to community pressures for rap id. Americanizatior: 
was a d i fficult task for aliens to achieve , e specially German 
Americans. Prior to the war they were held in high e steem 
for their characteristi c s .  Now they were scorned for holdin,s 
onto those aspects of Germany that a few years before made 
them welconed members of many communit i e s .  Some German 
limerica:is ta. c i  tly uµheld their German heritage while others 
mad.e efforts t o  chan�e in order to seem patrioti c .  
'!'here were two -pol i c i e s  followed by most communi t i e s .  
One wa s  an attempt t o  encourage chan�e through the efforts of 
the State Ameri cani zation Committee headed by Harold L. Icke s .  
The other wRs open intimidation by street mob s ,  vigi lance 
·-
commi t t ee s ,  and nefarious individual s .  ·rhe Americanization 
·. 
Commi ttee tried to bring about chang e s  by sending workers to 
commun i t i e s  with a heavy G e rman population to encourage l ocal 
leaders to introd.uce the Engl i sh language into their i n s t i tution s .  
They sugge sted chang e s  i n  cultural societi e s ,  and encouraged 
1rhe state Americanization Commi ttee was one of the many 
organs o f  the I l l i no i s  State Council of Defense . While l o cal 
defense com:ni t t e e s  seemed to have an adverse affect on German 
A�ericans, the Ameri canization Committee was a real a s se t  in 
preventirw ant i -German i sm in Madi son and s t .  Clair Count i e s .  
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naturalization. In East st. Louis the movement became so 
popular that saloon ·keep·er.s· established backroom classes 
to teach German Americans and other aliens the English 
language and to prepare them for naturalizat1on.2 
In a report issued after the war the Illinois State 
Council of Defense summarized its intentions: 
"The use of the German language, particu­
larly in churches, schools, Sunday schools, etc., 
has been a constant source of agitation, notably 
in those counties of the state which have a con­
siderable population of German origin. In 
dealing with this question we recognize that 
little had been done prior to the war in the 
way of discouraging the use of foreign languages 
and. that as a result many of our citizens of 
Ger:nan birth had very slight knowledge of English 
and depended on German for their religious, 
political and social knowledge and inter­
course. " 3  
The Americanization Committee urged the use of the English 
language wherever young people were concerned. It also urged 
that German language newspapers, periodlcals, and church 
services be used as an instrument for patriotic education 
and for "the stimulation of a higher standard of American 
·. 
citizenship.0 4 
German organizations. caught the spirit of ad.verse public 
2zast St. Louis Journal, February 7, 1917, 1 .  
3?1nal Report, 93. 
4 Ibid., 9 3094. 
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opinion and changed, in varying degrees,  the language , or 
function of the organization .  The Lebanon Ge say Verein went 
so far as to remove the Kai ser ' s  picture and donate an award 
it  had received from the Kaiser to the local Red Cro s s  uni t .  
The award was solid gold , and when sold i t  added considerably 
to the fund for banda8es  sent to Ameri can soldiers in Europe . 5 
Quite often such patriotic ge stures were preceded by 
the introduction of the national anthem at all club functions,  
or,  at the very least , the organization mad e a practi ce of 
publicly endorsing the president . One organization, the 
German Landwehr Benevolent Society of East s t .  Louis and 
:Oelleville, which consi sted. of 53  prominent German Americans, 
6 mad e a practice of endorsing :·Jilson at each meeting. Some 
societies such as the �,Jew Athens Verein Vorwaerty only changed. 
their name to something more American while others entered 
into open conflicts among themselves on _ which society was 
truly loyal . Many of these interorganizational disputes did 
not subside until after the war. The ·rurneveins of Smithton 
carried on a di spute with several of the Belleville organ-
izations until an open f eud was narrowly avoided by a joint 
committee compo sed of members from each organization whi ch met 
5Lebanon Advertiser,  June 21 , 1918 , l ;  the Kaiser award ed 
German societies in the United states with a Gold medallion 
after twenty-f ive years of existence . The Ge say Verein 
donated its German award to illustrate its Ameri can patriotism .  
6East S t .  Loui s  Journal , April 26, 191 7 ,  1 .  
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i n  Be lleville and re solved their di fferences.7 
The German language suffered a great d e al i n  the 
A meri cani zation movement. On February 12, 1 91 7  i n  B e lle-
vi lle, the German Ameri can A lliance ad op ted a re soluti on to 
p ublish all i ts records i n  English, and all two thousand 
members ele cted to support Wi lson i n  " whate ver acti on [ he] 
proposed to take" agai nst Germany. 8 BY Nove mber 14, 1918 
the B e lleville Liederkranz Soci e ty changed i ts language and 
wri tten re cords to Engli sh. The " loyal" N e w  A thens Verei n 
Vorwaerty began carrying on i ts busi ness i n  Engli sh on April 
19, 1918 and changed i ts name to the N e w  Athens Singing 
Soci e ty. The Be lleville Turnevei ns, shortly after the N e w  
A thens Or gani zation changed, voted to call themselves the 
B e llevi lle T urners.9 
Debate over the English language started as e arly as 
January 11, 1915 when the Holy Cross Ger�an Lutheran Church 
congre gati on i n  Colli nsvi lle dedi cated i ts ne w church i n  both 
Engli sh and German. Whe n the sugg e sti on to change re ached 
Saint Paul's Epi scopal church of Be lleville i n  1916, the 
?Bellevi lle Advocate , O ctober 22, 1919, l; November 3, 
1919, 1. 
8Be lleville News De mocrat, February 12, 1917, l; se e 
comments i n  Be lleville Advocate,  February, 1917, 2 .  
9Lebanon Adverti ser, Apri l 19, 1918, l; Bellevi lle, 
Advocate , May 14, 1918, 1. 
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church leade rs vote d to re tai n the Ge rman language . In 
Alton only one of the churches changed be fore the war, but 
se veral Methodi st, Lutheran, and Catholi c churches changed 
the i r  language f rom German to Engli sh be tween 1917 and 1918. 
The small Ge rman community of A lhambra, Illi noi s, whi ch was 
one hundre d pe r ce nt German, conti nue d  to have a monthly 
Ge rman servi ce u nti l 1930. There was also no vi olence i n  
that communi ty.10 
Many schools were affected by the anti-Ge rman attitu de s 
of the i r  communi tie s. Lebanon vote d out the use of German 
and the teaching of German as a course of study i n  August 
15 , 191 8. Bel le vi lle droppe d all courses i n  Ge rman si x 
months earli e r  and replace d them with studie s  of "communi ty 
and na ti onal life . "  In Colli nsvi lle the Lu theran Parochial 
school di sconti nue d reli gi ous i nstructi on i n  Ge rman in 1918. 11 
County gove rnments also we re i nflue�ce d by the A me ri can-
i zati on movement. The proce e di ngs of the St. Clair County 
10Leon Church to Fran..� G .  Adams, November 6, 1965; 
c. A .  Stickler, Pre si dent, Alton Hi storical Society to Frank 
G. A dams, August 19, 1965; Jame s D. T rabue, St. Clair County 
Hi stori cal Soci e ty t·o Frank G. A dams, August 14, 1965 ; see 
also Be lle vi lle A dvocate , Novembe r 14, 1918, 2; Colli nsvi lle 
Herald, June 11, 1915, l; East st. Louis Journal, March 26, 
1917, 2. 
11Lebanon A dve rti se r, August 16, 1918, l; Collinsvi lle 
Herald, August 23, 1918, l; Be lle vi lle A dvocate, January 24, 
1918, 3; East St. Louis Journal, May 16, 1917, 3; one teache r 
was sus�e nde d  be cause she admired one of Wilson' s cri tics-­
senator Lafalle te of Wi sconsi n. 
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Board of Supervisors were prohibited to the Belleville Post 
Zeitung in May , 191 7 .  The Supervisors prohibited the pro­
ceedings from being translated into the German language . 1 2  
It  was quite obvious during 1917 and 1918 that " things" 
German would not be tolerated. Many cooperative responses 
from German Americans came as a result of the persuasive 
action of the Americanization Committee . It must be noted., 
however, that this was also the first active interest the 
state government had in Americanizing German s ,  and this was 
also true of local governments .  It i s  difficult to estimate 
the affect of the Americanization Committee because so much 
intimidating occurred.. It i s  impossible to determine whi ch 
organization changed as a result of persuasion and which from 
coercion. 
On April 17 , 1917 sheri ff Jenkin Jenkins of Madison 
County i ssued a proclamation that German� in hi s county . 
would be granted the same libert i e s  as other American citizens .  
However, throughout the war year s ,  county and city officials 
were unable to prevent violence against suspected pro-German s .  
Shortly before Jenkins' announcement a vigilante committee 
met in East st . Louis to activate a semi secret society that 
had not been in use since 1870 . The committee publicly 
12Belleville Advocate ,  August 29 , 1917, 1 .  
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anno unced that it was being formed to 0 rid East st. Louis 
o f  certain undesirable elements. " 13 Undoubtedly the aim o f  
this committee was not directed at German Americans, but 
against the many Negroes who had recently moved into the area. 
Still, its demands o n  German Americans to be more patriotic 
increased the general anti-Ger man feeling in St. C lair Co unty. 
Dur ing 1917-1918 vigilance co mmittees and mo bs plagued 
lo cal law enforcement o fficers. Their activities were sporadic, 
and rarely was there an indication that an o utburst o f  anti-
German sentiment was forthcoming until it o ccurred. In many 
areas very minor o utbursts were fo llowed months later by more 
extreme actio n. In Staunton, Illino is, a mining town located 
in the northern portio n  o f  st. Clair Co unty, on A pril 2 ,  1917 
the school superintendent created an impo ssible situation when 
he called in Secret Service agents to investigate a family 
whose son had. failed to salute the Americ�n flag during a 
school ceremo ny. The boy and his father were questioned first 
by the school board, and later by federal agents. When the 
boy agr eed to ad. minister a pro per salute to the flag before 
the stud ent body , he · was allowed to r eturn to school. The 
1 3East St. Louis Journal, January 14, 1917, l; Co llins­
ville Herald, A pril 27 , 1917, l; a brief account o f  the 
conditio ns in East St. Louis is made in Edgar Bernhard, 
Pursuit o f  Freedom: A Histori of Civil Liberties in Illino is, 
1797-1942; (Chicago: -1942), 7. � 
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father was held by federal agents for encouraging his son 
not to salute . 14 
Thi s should have been a.n indication to local authorities 
that anti-German sentiment s were running high. With such a 
tempo of patriotism it would seem likely that other outbursts 
might occur. For a year nothing unusual occurred in that 
community , but on February 1 5 ,  1918 violence occurred that 
shocked the county . During a United Mine Workers meeting 
one Severion Oberdan petitioned the members for $100 .00 . 
Oberdan was a mine worker from Nokomi s ,  Illinois who had been 
accused of passing Industrial Workers of the World pamphlets 
to miners.  He and h1 s lawyer, Howard Metzen, of Chicago 
as1{ed for the funds to be used. for expenses in defending 
Oberdan. At first the miners agreed, but the pre sident of 
the local refused to endorse the check because he believed 
it was a pro-German attempt to involve the United Mine Workers 
in a conspiracy against the United. Stat e s  government . It 
was not long before the meeting turned into a brawl . It might 
have lasted for some time i f  the Staunton Vigilance Committee 
had not interfered . · The Vigilance Committee had been waiting 
for Oberdan and Metzen outside the hal l .  They seized the two 
while the miners were settling their differences and quickly 
14East St . Louis Journal , April 2 ,  191 7 ,  8 .  
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marched them outside of tow:� where tar and feathers waited . 
After both men were thoroughly tarred and feathered , they 
were forced to kiss the American flag several times ,  and 
escorted farther out of town with a warning not to return .15 
On an earlier occasion, during a patriotic celebration 
in East st . Loui s on April 8 ,  1917 , a mob of irate citizens 
attacked a German carnival band . Judge Daniel w. Maddox of 
Litchfield, who led the antagonized crowd , kicked in the bass 
drum and warned the band not to return until they could 
correctly play the national anthem. The band lost many of 
their instruments in the scuffle that followed Maddoxes '  
warning . The crowd was too much for them and they were 
partly pushed , and partly carried, out of town.16 
�-Jot only was there violence from mobs, but on several 
occasions newspapers promoted anti-German feelings . The 
Collinsville Herald reported an incident 9n Ap.ril 1 3. ,  1917 
which is indicative of the popular mood . 
"Joel Zumbald ,  well known conductor of the 
Interurban was given a whole some le sson in pat­
riotism early thi s week by one of his fellow 
employee s .  The school of instruction was held 
at the car sheds in Maryville . Zumbald,  it is 
reported, has been more appreciative of the 
yellow and black of the Kaiser' s excutcheon 
than the red, white , and blue ; so much admired 
15Granite City Press-aecord, February 1 5 ,  1918 , 1 .  
16East St . Loui s Jeurnal , April 8 ,  191 7 ,  1 .  
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by the other interurban employees .  An argument 
as to the relative merits of the two emblems 
resulted in motorman Blackstock, a wiry Ken­
tuckian, decorating Joel ' s  left eye 1n hi s 
favorite colors .  It is  also reported that had 
not bystanders interfered the job of decorating 
would have been more thorough .  Too bad t " l7 
A s  the war continued mob action resulted from the most 
minor utterances against the United States .  In Dupo, Illinoi s, 
a city south of East st . Loui s ,  James Meyer, a 42 year old 
blacksmith of German descent , met with misfortune over the 
weather.  Meyer, an employee of the Iron Mountain Railroad 
yards, speculated on the weather to hi s fellow employees.  "If  
it  was cloudy April 7, 1918 , "  said Meyer, " the Kaiser would 
win the war, and if it was clear the United States would win . "  
The utterance on the war and weather was made shortly before 
quitting time on Friday , April 6 .  The next day the Dupo 
Vigilance Committee met and determined that Meyers should be 
taught a lesson. On Sunday afternoon a �rowd of nearly one­
hundred citizens appeared at 'the Meyers' home . Meyer was 
" captured" with little resi stance from himself , or his family, 
and after kissing the American flag several times,  and declar-
ing publicly he was truly a loyal citizen, the crowd dis-
18 persed . 
17collinsville Herald, April 13 , 1917, 1 .  
18Belleville News De�ocrat , April 8 ,  1918 , 8 .  
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Mayor Maxer of Mill stadt, that same Sunday , narrowly 
avoided having a riotous mob invade the afternoon Liederkranz 
concert .  Most o f  the Mill stadt citizens had attended a 
Liberty Bond rally on the main street of the city and were on 
their way home when the concert began. A crowd from the 
rally gathered near the Liederkranz Hall where German music 
was being played. , but the mayor declared the concert cancel­
led. The crowd , however, remained until the band folded its 
instruments and hurriedly left .19 
On February 23 , 1918 in Steelville , a community south of 
Madison County, the local vigilance committee marched in a 
parade to the German Lutheran Church to demand that the 
minister abandon the practice of delivering hi s Sunday service 
in German. Fearing mob violence from the townspeople , the 
city council on April 2 ,  1918 passed an ordinance forbidding 
the use of the German language on streetcars and in " other 
public" place s .  The vigilance commi ttee was not sati sfied . 
--
On the following Sunday , Easter, several members of the vig-
·. 
ilance committee attended the German Lutheran services only 
to find the minister· delivering hi s sermon in English, and a 
small American flag standing next to the pulpit .  
A few weeks later, citizens of Belleville became aroused 
by the district meeting of German Methodist ministers held in 
19 8 Ibid . ,  April 1 5 ,  191 , 1 .  
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the Belleville German Methodist church on May 14, 191 8 .  The 
Methodist Bi shop was present , but later said he did not under-
stand the prayers offered since they were in German . Two 
German ministers from southern Illinois  were accused of offer-
ing prayers for the safety and success of the Kai ser ' s  armie s  
over Europe . One person reported to the East st . Louis Journal 
that a young girl , wearing an American flag in her lapel , was 
told by a " spinster, pro-German woman" to remove it . Many 
other rumors floated about the city until a few days later the 
congregation held a mass meeting . They voted to not only 
change the language of the church, but al so , the name of the 
church. 20 
Not all instances  were quite as open as those thus far 
mentioned.  In Lebanon , community leaders offered a chautaugua 
during the summer for the education and interest of local 
citizens. During the summer of 191 8 ,  th� week long lecture 
and art s festival featured William Jenning s Bryan. Bryan 
chose to speak on the true nature .of American patriotism. 
When Bryan' s train arrived, he was met by several citizens 
who urged him to select a less controversial topic .  He did , 
but local citizens stated it was lacking in enthusiasm so 
typical of the speaker. He later delivered another address 
to the local Methodi st College , and again ,  was asked to steer 
20 8 Ibid . ,  April 2 ,  191 , 1-2 . 
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away from anything on the war or German Ameri cans . 21 
Seemingly i solated occurrences such as these would not 
form a pattern of anti-German feelings in every community . 
However , these epi sodes of mob, or vigilance committee violence 
did condition the people to accept greater infringements on 
peaceable communit i e s .  Rumors and accusations sporadically ran 
rampant . For instance , William w. Winklemann, Dean of the 
Belleville Bar A ssociation, was nearly d.i scharged from hi s 
duties because of a local rumor that he was an enemy alien.  
Like Winklemann, others suffered from rumors and attack s ,  
which were not violent but add e d  to the over all anti-German 
feeling.
22 
A bond. sale sman in Lebanon was accosted by local 
citizens as being pro-German because he dressed in an old, 
German mad.e suit .  At the time , he was on hi s way to Silver 
Creek to fish and wore the old. suit as a protection against 
briars .  He was nearly drafted by local authorities for one 
of the work crews repairing the street . On another occasion, 
·-
a German farmer was so afraid that local authorities would 
·. 
attack h i m  that he jumped into Silver Creek and subsequently 
drown. 23 
21 �ast st . Loui s Journal , :1ay 1 5 ,  191 8 ,  1 .  
2" GLebanon Advertiser, April 5 ,  1918 , 5 ;  June 28 ,  191 7 ,  8 .  
23
Leon Church to ?rank G .  !�dams, .Jovember 7 ,  1965 ,  
Lebanon Adverti ser, September 1 7 ,  1918 , 2 ; Belleville Advocate ,  
February 25, 1918, 4.  
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Such activities we re not re stricted to the two countie s 
studied , nor to Illino i s .  There seemed to be a national 
ri sing against German Americans, or for that matter anyone 
oppo sing the war . On July 16 ,  1917 in Flat River ,  Mi ssouri 
foreign miners we re rounded up and e scorted out of town by 
"patriotic" citizens because "foreigners we re taking jobs 
away from Americans. 11 24 Sometime s  the situations in o ther 
state s were quite similar to tho se of Mad i son and St .  Clair 
Countie s .  For instance a year before William Ehrhardt of 
Lebanon was convicted , 25 an Iowa Lutheran mini ster named 
Wilhelm Schumann had a similar fate . Schumann a native of 
Germany was arre sted on charge s of violating the Espiona�e 
Act during a Sunday sermon. He allegedly stated that the 
war was a capitali st class struggle and buying War Bond s was 
a " great big humbug . " 26 Schumann was sentenced to five 
years at Leavenworth, Kansas .  Another case occurred in 
-
North Dakota where a German minister was sentenced to two 
years at Leavenworth for allegedly saying prayers for a 
German v ictory . 27 
24H .  C .  Peterson and Gilbert C .  Fite , Opponents 2f. War 
( Madi son, Wi sconsin, 1957 ) , 84;  hereafter cited Peterson. 
25see above , 20 . 
26schumann V .  United State s ,  258 Fed . 233 ( 8th Cir.  1919 ) ,  
as cited in Peterson, 84. 
27Fontana V .  United State s ,  262 Fed .  233 ( 8th Cir. 1919) ,  
as cited in Peterson, 85. 
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lhough these are only a few examples  cited outside of 
the areas studied many occurred that exoressed the nations 
tendency toward persecution of any anti-war or pro-German 
views . Professor Frede Casteberg , of the University of Oslo , 
describes the United States during 1916-1918 as a period 
when, "both the authorities and the people reacted violently • • •  
against everything which' might weaken the country ' s  war 
effort or threaten its security. 11 28 
Certainly the activities of some government agencies 
helped to condition these feel ing s .  By November 1917 several 
agencies  had created situations which seemed to " hog tie every 
di sloyal German American; feed every pacifi st raw meat , and 
hang every traitor to a la.IQ.ppost to insure success in [thel 
wa.r . 11 29 The committee on Public  Information whi ch was 
created on April 14,  1917 at the request of Newton D. Baker, 
Secretary of War , who believed " censorship anQ. publicity 
[could] be joined in honestyn JO named George Creel , a pro-
-· 
gressive journalist ,  chairman. Creel geared propaganda to 
persuade the American people that every German sold ier was 
a violent beast and every· German a spy. He promoted the idea 
28 Frede Casteberg, Freedom of Speech In the We st , 
(�ew York: 1960 ) ,  161-162. 
29scheiber, 27 .  
30ibid .  , 30 . 
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that spi es and saboteurs "l urked behi nd every bush."3l 
T here were several articles relating to loyal ci ti zens cap-
turi ng spi es pri nted i n  .Madi son and st. Cl air County papers 
from 1917-1918 . �1any were conti nued stories whi ch were 
repri nts from novel s or short stori es.3 2 Al so, i t  was the 
Creel Commi ttee that dubbed saurkraut l i berty cabbage.3 3  
Special Assi sta nt Attorney General John Lord O ' bri an re-
marked i n  1919 : " 2.J o  other one cause contri buted so much to 
the oppression of in..�ocent men as the systematic and i ndi s-
crimi nate agitation ag ainst what claimed to be an all per­
vasi ve system of German espionage.11 34 
The Creel Commi ttee was at l east partly responsi bl e 
for thi s agi tati on by creati ng an atmosphere that everywhere 
i nnocent peopl e were i n  danger of the enemy. Even A ttorney 
General Gregory was cri ti cal of these a�ti vi ties. He com-
pl ained that the Department of Justi ce w�s constantl y bei ng 
hampered by " supposed unpuni shed ali en enemy activiti es" 
whi ch he thoug ht untrue but i nvesti gated them to prevent 
3lr bi d., 1 6 .  
3 2Grani te Ci ty Press-Record July 1 5 ,  1917 , i ;  the arti cl e 
was a short story about a loyal ci ti zen who captured a spy. 
O ther stories appeared i n  the East St. Louis Journal . Though 
these were not the work of Creel 's Commi ttee they had the 
same tones presented by the Commi ttee. 
3 3s cheiber, E_assism. 
34I bi d. , 1 6 .  
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"public controversi e s . 11 35 
O ' brian' s evaluation of the general condition of the 
hysteria of communities was discussed before the New York 
Bar Association in 1919 . An extract of that di scussion 
follows as an illustration of the many false stories origin-
ating from newspapers,  defense committee s ,  patriotic societies 
and even some members of Congress. 36 
"A  phantom ship sailed. into our harbors  with 
gold from the Bol sheviki with which to corrupt the 
country ; another phantom ship was found carrying 
ammunition from one of our harbors to Gercany ; sub­
marine captains landed. on our coasts ,  went to the 
theater and spread influenza germs; a new species 
of pigeon, thought to be Ge·rman , was shot in 
Michigan; mysterious aeroplanes floated over Kansas 
at night , etc . Then there were the alleged. spies  
themselves--8'9oermann, alleged. intimate of Bern­
storff, landed. on our coasts by the U-53 , ad_rnin­
i strator of large funds ,  caught spying in our 
camps ,  who turned out to be a plumber from :aaltimore . 
Several other alleged spies . caught on the beaches 
signaling to submarines were subsequently released 
because they were , in the several case s ,  honest 
men, one of whom has been changing an incande scent 
light bulb in hi s hotel room, anothe� of whom was 
trying to attract the attention of a passerby on 
the beach, etc . There was no community in the 
country so small that it  did not produce a complaint 
because of failure to intern -- or execute at least one 
alleged German spy . These instances are cited, 
not to make light of the danger of hostile activi­
ties ,  nor to imply that ince ssant vigilance was 
not necessary in watching the German activities,  
but to show how impossible it  was to check that 
kind of war hysteria and war excitement which found 
35zechariah Cha.fee ,  Jr. , Free Speech in the United 
States ( Cambridge: 1954 ) , 66.� 
36 6 Ibid . ,  4 .  
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expression in impatience with the civil courts and 
the oft-recurring and false statement that this 
government showed undue leniency toward enemies within 
our gates. 11 37  
The fears expressed by O ' brian' s description were 
especially strong in Madison and S t .  Clair Counties.  A 
belief that the federal government might not give a sus-
pected spy his just due was staunchly believed by state 
and local leaders ,  and undoubtedly , by local citizens. BY 
the spring of 1918 law enforcement melted away in Collins-
ville while three hundred persons expressed their vengeance 
on an unfortunate German suspected of  spying . 
37rbid . ,  65 , Chafee point s  out that 98  per cent of all 
reported pro-German plots did not exi st .  
IV 
ROBERT PAUL PRAG�R: MARTYR OR SPY? 
The editor of the Collinsville Herald on September 28,  
1917 captured the mood of his readers when he publi shed a 
warning to German American citizens. In bold-type he wrote , 
"The mass public sentiment in Collinsville at present i s  
i n  no humor to listen calmly to light or insinuating remarks 
about America or the war. 0 1 Collinsville ' s  attention, 
just six months later, was focused on the nation' s  first 
lynching of a German which occurred outside that city on 
April 5 ,  191 8 .  
During the early morning hours a mob o f  several hundred 
people marched a German alien a few miles outside the city 
and ceremoniously hanged him. The victi�, Robert Paul Prager , 
was a squat man about thirty-three years old with one glass­
eye and a handlebar mustache . 2 He had come to Collinsville 
from Chicago to work· in the coal mine s ,  but found no employ-
ment until Bruno' s  Bakery offered him a job as baker ' s  helpe r .  
1collinsville Herald ,  September 28, 1917,  2 .  
2Belleville News Democrat , April 5 ,  191 8 ,  6 .  
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Prager had had experience as a baker at the Indiana State 
Reformatory3 where he spent a year for stealing a suit of 
clothing . He took a room in an apartment house near Bruno ' s  
with a friend, John Pohl , another German alien. The friend-
ship between Pohl and Prager was brief . Once when Pohl 
objected to Prager ' s  obsession to be an American , Prager 
turned him in to authorities and Pohl spent 32 days in 
jail .4 
Prager had lived in Illinois since 190 5 .  When war with 
Germany was imminent , he tried to join the Navy but was re­
j ected because of his glass-eye . 5 
After a few months at Bruno ' s , P�ager obtained a job 
at the DOnk' s mine outside: Maryville , Illinois .  Working 
as a night shift laborer was not the kind of work Prager 
desired and he tried to join the United Mine Workers 
in order to improve his working situatio!?-• At this point the 
life of Robert Prager changed considerably . Because miners 
believed he was a social i st ,  he was rejected by the pre sident , 
James Fornero , and Prager verbally attacked the president in 
3Ibid . , April 15 , 1918 , 6; Collinsville Herald,  May 3, 
1918 , 8. 
4 Belleville News Democrat , April 12 ,  191 8 ,  6 .  
5Belleville News Democrat , April 6 ,  1918 , 4-6 ; Jenison, 
VI , 350 . 
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an open letter to the miners .6 
" Dear Brothers :  
In  regard to affairs last night, I am compel­
led to make thi s statement to you. My name i s  
Robert P .  Prager o f  208A Vandalia Street , Collins­
ville , Illinois .  The statements uttered by your 
president of your local No . 1802,  Mr.  J .  Fornero , 
and also the action taken by him to take away my 
daily bread in such a manner as herein stated, i s  
not the action or will of your people as a working­
man' s union. 
I have respect for your officials if on legal 
duty and will obey their commands to the letter. 
I have been a union man at all times and never 
once a scab in all my life , and for thi s reason I 
appeal to you an honest workingman as myself i s  
entitled to a fair hearing of your committee .  I 
ask you in the name of humanity to examine me to 
find out what i s  the reason I am kept out of work . 
I have kept the union informed. from the very 
beginning of my employment at the Maryville mine . 
I have put in and signed two applications , the 
first with Mr. Wilhelm, and the second with Mr . 
Ben Kettle . I have also had my appli cation 
signed by three of your good standing members who 
have worked with me at various mine s .  
I do not claim to be a practical miner, but 
do claim to have worked over four years in mines 
as a laborer , most of thi s time as a timber man. 
In regard to my loyalty , I will sta�e that I am 
heart and soul for the good old u . s .A. ,  I am of 
German birth , which accident I cannot hel p ,  and 
also have declared my intention or ·u . s� citizenship . 
My second papers are due to be issued very soon if I 
am granted same . Please give·· this appeal due con­
sideration and allow me to return to work . 
Yours in respect , 
Robert P .  Prager 
I further wish to state that I was branded a liar 
in public by your pre sid.ent , James Fornero . BY 
6Edgar Bernhard , Pursuit of Freedom: £E• cit . ,  112 .  
Hereafter cited as  Pursuit of Freedom. See " Editorial , "  
3elleville News Democrat , April 5, 1918 ,  4-6 . 
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him I was branded a German spy , which he cannot 
prove . Also , thi s gentleman tried to have me 
arrested at Edwardsville , Iviaryville , and Collins­
ville , Illinois ,  and did not succeed in any of 
these place s .  Hr. Fornero tried to have an 
angry mob deal with me . I also was informed 
by him to leave my home at once and never again 
come to Maryville if  I knew what was good for 
my health. Also , please state to your union for 
what reason you have kept a brother workingman that 
i s  honest , lawbidding and loyal and take hi s 
bread away--:::tobert Paul Prager . 11 7 
The angry mob Prager referred to attempted an attack 
on hi� in Maryville on the afternoon ·of April 2 ,  1918 . 
Prager had declared. himself a socialist to several ;:.1ary-
ville businessmen and if Mose Johnson, the District Repre-
sentative for the United Mine Workers had not interceded 
Prager, at the least , would have suffered a beating . ·rhere 
i s  no relationship to the Maryville episode and Prager' s 
attempted union membership .8 
Prager' s  letter must have reached Mr. Fornero because 
a committee from the union came to Prager ' s apartment about 
nine o •  clock on April 4, 1918 . They forced.:. him into the 
7Belleville News De�osr:_�� ' April 1 2 ,  1918, 6 ;  Pursuit 
of Freed.om , 112-llJ. 
8collinsv1lle Herald, April 12 ,  191 8 ,  1 .  There is  some 
indication that Prager made a speech to Maryville citizens. 
The reference to the speech seemed lost during the trial . 
He may have made a " socialist" speech, however, only broad 
references were found, nothing was found as to i t s  content . 
Pursuit of Freedom, 112;  Collinsville Herald ,  " Extra, "  
April 3,-Y918, l. 
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street where they took off his shoes and socks and paraded 
him around main street with a flag draped over him . Motor-
cycle patrolman, Fred Frost, broke up the foray and took 
Prager into protective custody. The committee, with others, 
soon regrouped and chased officer Frost and Prager until 
they reached the safety of the j ail . 9 
Soon a mob gathered outside the city jail to see what 
was "going on." Rumor s  spread that the police had captured 
a German spy . No one mentioned that Prager was in protective 
custody . The Union Committee were the only people involved 
before Prager• s  arrest and it is likely they were also the 
instigators of the rumor .  Curses and shouts to see the spy 
brought !':ayor Siegel from his home to break up the mob. 
several drunks were among those milling around the jail--
Siegel promptly closed all forty saloons in the city. This 
proved to be a miscalculation since more _ people joined the 
mobs from the saloons. IV!any of these were al so drunk . One 
of those later tried for Prager • s _ murder said he did not 
know about Prager until the police closed the saloon where 
he had been drinking.10 The mobs anger increased when the 
9Reports on when Prager was first mobbed conflict. Some 
stated at the Suburban Y near his home . Others, more fre­
quently stated. in his apartment on Vandalia; Collinsville 
Herald., April 5, 1918, l ;  Pursuit of Freedom, 112 ;  Belleville 
�ews Democrat, April 15, 1918, 6. � 
lO�elleville News Democrat, April 15, 6 ;  Collinsville 
Herald, April 15, 1918, 1 .  
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Hayor refused to pre sent the spy . 
In a newspaper report publi shed two day s later Mayor 
Si egel de scribed the mob: 
"Mob leaders are sli ck .  They had two li ttle 
boys of nine or ten leading the lynch mob parad e .  
When I made supreme efforts to induce the mob to 
di sband., one of the mob leaders stepped up to me 
and. , pointing to the flags held by the two l i t tle 
boy s ,  in a warning vo ice declared: ' Mr .  Mayor we 
dare you to defy that flag . ' Thi s hint was suf­
f i ci ent for me . I felt that I could not let the 
mob raise the cry of di sloyalty or pro-Germanism 
against me . 1111 
BY 11 o ' clock the mob had gro�m to over three hundred 
persons including women and. children. They be came more and 
more abusive , shouting and threatening the Mayor .  Finally, 
one of the officers passed the word that Prager had been 
secretly taken to federal authorities in East s t .  Louis 
to be held for trial . 1 2  Momentarily thi s seemed to satisfy 
the mob and many di sbanded. Then someone recalled that 
the building had been completely surrounde<l. making i t  
impo ssible for Prager o r  the officers to le.ave . "Let ' s  
get him or go home , u l 3 several shouted. , and the mob stormed 
the station. Mayor Si egel who beli eved Prager was securely 
on his way to U .  S .  Di strict Attorney Karch in East S t .  Loui s 
llpursuit of Freedom, 113;  Carl Wi ttke , German Americans 
And The World War , {Columbus :  1936 ) , 195-196 .  Hereafter cited 
Wittke":" -
1 2collinsville E:erald, April 12 ,  1918 , 4 .  
13Ibid . , .April 1 2 ,  191 8 ,  4 ;  Pursuit of Freedom, 113 .  
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allowed the mob to enter the jai l .  
A t  first the Collinsville Herald printed a story that 
the mob upon entering the jail bound the four officers and 
began a search for Prager who was found hiding among stored 
tile in one of the empty cells .  Later, other account s of  
the mob storming the jail indicated the police suggested 
Prager be taken out of the city limits where they had no 
jurisdiction. •rhe latter story might be true since the 
officers were also prosecuted, but in a separate trial and 
14 not for murder. 
On the way out of the building Prager was knocked down 
from a blow in the fac e ,  but he was hauled to his feet again. 
Joe Regiel and Wesley :oeaver each held one of  Prager' s  arms 
and the mob preceded down the center of Main Street . 15 
Several times the victim was forced to sing the Star Spangled 
Banner and give three cheers for the "red, white , and blue . 11 16 
Twice streetcars were halted while Reg1el and Seaver held 
--
Prag er before the light of the car for everyone to see .  
14A valuable source for the mob scene comes from Joe 
Regiel ' s  testlmony before the grand jury . The Collinsville 
Herald publi shed much of  hi s testimony verbatim, but the 
actual transc:i.-ipt was not available;  Collinsville Herald, 
April 1 2 ,  l ;  see also Illinois  Versus Re�iel , Beaver, et. al . ,  
Madison County Circuit Court , Docket 8 , 09-216 ;  hereafter­
cited, Illinois  � Regiel , �· !:1• 
l5Ibid. ,  April 12,  191 8 ,  1 .  
16rbid . ,  April 12 ,  1918 , l ;  April 1 5 ,  1918 , 1 .  
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Finally someone suggested Prager remove hi s shoes  again. 
Regiel later reported that they did not know exactly 
what they were going to do with him ,  but somewhere along 
the way out of to�m they stopped at a parked car and asked 
him if  he wanted to write anything . He indicated he did, 
and a young boy provided him with paper and pencil .  Regiel , 
who could read German took the note Prager wrote to be sure 
there were no trick s .17 The note read� 
"Father, Carl Henry Prager, 
York Street ,  Dresden, 
Germany , 
Dear Parents ,  I must this day, the fourth of 
April , 191 8 ,  die .  
Please pray for me , my dear parents.  That i s  
my last letter or testimony , 
Your dear son and brother, 
Robert Pau1 . 11 l8 
�Jear Maurer Hill , two miles south of the city on the 
St.  Louis Road, one of the mob climbed a_ tree and. flung a 
rope over a limb. One end was attached to the bottom of a 
telephone pole ,  the other over the limb and around Prager' s 
neck. Several men hoisted him approximately ten feet off 
1 7rt was Joe Regiel who gave the letter to the editor 
of the Collinsville Herald. The Herald later turned the 
letter over to the State Department. 
18collinsville Herald , A�ril 5 , 19l8 ,  1 .  See editorials 
by Belleville News Democrat , April 5, 191 8 ,  4; April 8 ,  191 8 ,  
4 ;  April 1 2 ,  1918, 4-6 for a liberal view of Prager' s last 
months . 
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the ground , but released him again. Prager dropped to his 
knees and prayed . Someone later reported that , " in his 
prayer Prager had the earne stness of a dying man, praying 
for forgiveness for his sins and declaring his innocence . 11 19 
Again he was drawn ten feet from the ground , and after 
a short while ,  someone twisted at his toes and declared him 
dead. Three times more the mob lowered and hoisted. the body 
with a jerk ,  shouting each time: "One for the red, one for 
the white , and one for the blue . "  20 
Two hours later the mob released. the officers at the 
jail and they cut Prager ' s body down. It  was taken to 
Schumacker ' s Funeral Home in Collinsville . A few days later 
the Odd Fellows of Collinsville announced that they would 
see that Prager received a proper funeral since an Odd. Fellow 
Membership pin had been found in his coat lapel . Several 
hundred local citi zens attended the funeral . The coffin was 
draped with an American flag and Odd Fellow members recited 
--
the Pledge of Allegiance to the United States.  
·. 
On April 5 ,  the same day Prager was lynched , Madison 
County Coroner Ray A .  Lowe and State ' s  Attorney Joseph Streuber 
and Illinois  Attorney General Edward J .  Brundage began initial 
19Ib1d. ,  1 .  
20 
Ibid . ,  April 1 2 ,  191 8 ,  6; April 19 , 1918 , l ;  Prager 
died at approximately 12 : 35 a.m.  April 5 ,  191 8 .  
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proceedings for an inque st . Postmaster Jame s E .  Simpson of 
Collinsville was present and informed Brundage that the United 
States Attorney General had wired him that Justice Depart-
ment investigators were on their way to Collinsville to assist 
in the investigation. 21 
That same day the Herald received a wire from Governor 
Lowden whi ch included a message to the people of Collinsville : 
" I  have had a conference with the Attorney 
General and our offices are working in perfect co­
operation to the end that the guilty ones shall be 
puni shed. I have sent a deputy to the scene and 
a representative of the Adjutant General has ac­
companied him . 
Some weeks ago , I made a statement to the 
sheriffs and peace-officers of the state urging 
they prevent violence against suspected pro­
Germans ,  fearing this very thing. I am in touch 
with the officials of Madison County and have 
informed them that if I am unable through regularly 
constituted peace officers to have the law res­
pected , there will be nothing left for me to do 
but to declare martial law. Thi s I am prepared to do 
promptly . 
I think I can say for the Attorney General ' s 
office and my own that every power i'li.th which we 
are vested will be used to the limit to punish those 
responsible for the violence in Collin_sville . "  22 
. On April 1 2 ,  Coroner Ray Lowe held Joe Regiel , Wesley 
Beaver, Richard Dukes, Jr. , Enid Elmore , James Porlla, and 
William Brockmeier without bail until a grand jury could be 
called . By May J, the date set for the grand jury, poli ce 
had al so arrested Calvin Gilmore , George Davi s ,  Joh...'"'1 r,;all-
21Ib1d . , April 1 2 ,  1918 ,  6 ;  Ibid·. ,  April 5 ,  1918 , 1 ;  
Ray s .  Baker , Life � Letters, ££• cit . ,  VIII . ,  72 .  
22Ibid . ,  April 1 2 ,  1918 ,. 1-4 .  
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worth, one of Collinsville 's most p rominent citize ns, and 
mine r, Frank Flannery, 1 9  year old ne ighbor to P rager, and 
Jame s De matties, Ce cil L arre mor, and Charles Crommer, all 
young coal miners. 23 
A t  the Corone r' s inque st and again du ring the grand 
jury p rocee dings Re gie l de scribe d in detail his part in the 
lynching. When Mayor Siegel close d the saloons, he and 
We sle y 3eave r j oine d the crowd to see who the German spy was. 24 
T hou gh he was drunk he recalled that it was he and B e aver 
who discovered Prager hiding amon g some cartons in the unuse d 
cell. Regiel was one of those who held the spy as they 
!Ilarche d down the Main Street of Collinsville.  O nce the y 
re ache d the tree Regie l state d things ha9pene d  so fast that 
no one really sugge ste d the y hang P rage r; they just did it. 
It was Regiel who turned. P rager' s letter ove r to the Herald 
e ditor to be sent to his p arents in Ge rm�ny. 25 
During the grand ju ry te stimony several state ments were 
made that indicate d Prager feare d for his life . Walte r Clark, 
the �onk' s Mine Supe rinte ndent, said Prage r had come to him 
23I llinois vs Regie l, !:.!• al. , 209; Collinsville Herald, 
April 1°2, l9l8, r7 
24 Regiel' s testimony be fore the grand jury; Collinsvil le 
Herald, Ap ril 12, 1918, 5. 
25 Ibid. , April 12, 1918, 1 .  
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for protection and to get help 1n joining the union. Mose 
Johnson, the District Representative of the mine workers 
stated he had agreed to escort Prager to Edward sville in 
order to seek protection from Maryville citizens. By May 
10 , 1918 a total of eleven members of the mob were indicted 
for the lynching . 26 
The trial began on May 13 in the Circuit Court at Ed-
wardsville , Illinoi s .  During the first few days it seemed 
that presiding judge,  Louis Bernruster was going to have a 
difficult time holding court . The eleven defendants ,  wearing 
red ,  white , and blue banners on their lapel s ,  were period­
ically encouraged by flag wavers among the spectators . 27 
The two attorneys , defense counsel Judge J .  M .  Brandy of 
Collinsville , and State ' s  Attorney Joseph P .  Streuber of 
Highland , had their problems too . During the first few weeks,  
742 talesmen were que stioned before twelve jurymen were 
-
selected. After streuber questioned 256 talesmen he asked 
that Sheriff Jenkin Jenkins be removed from his duty of 
selecting talesmen. Streuber believed Jen.�ins was delib-
erately selecting only those who were partial to the defen­
dant s .  28 
26Illinois vs. Regiel ,  et .  al. , 210-214; Collinsville 
Herald , April 12-;-1918, 1. 
27Pursuit of Freedom , 11),  Collinsville Herald ,  April 
26 , 1918, 1. � 
2Bcoll1nsv1lle Herald ,  May )1 , 1918 , 1 .  
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Streuber presented many witne sses.  One testifed that 
Regiel had placed the rope around Prager' s neck. Another 
unna:::ned witne ss stated. Regiel jerked the body several times. 29 
Thi s seems to be the only eye witness testimony to the 
lynching .  Other witne sses stated they were among the mob, 
but did not know who might have actually been responsible 
for the hanging . Hallworth was the only defendant who could 
prove his innocence . After Mayor Siegel announced Prager 
had been taken to East St . Louis,  Hallworth had returned 
home . JO 
The chief witness for the prosecution, Paul Anderson, 31 
a reporter for the s t .  Louis  Post Di spatch was not allowed to 
appear. A court ruling that no witness be allowed in the 
court room until he was called prevented Streuber from cal-
ling Anderson. Anderson was covering the story for his 
paper, and. was among the spectators. During the grand jury 
proceedings a few weeks earlier, Anderson had secured a 
--
co nf es si on from Regiel that he had participated in pulling 
the rope that hanged. Prager . R.egiel later testified that he 
29Ibid . , May 29 , 1918 ,  l ;  Regiel ' s  wife made a state­
ment to the Herald that Regiel had fought with several local 
citizens and beaten her . " She hoped he hanged ; "  Ibid . ,  April 
1 2 ,  1918 , 1 .  
30Hallworth was among the original committee members 
to attack Prager, but returned home ; Ibid . , May J ,  1918 , 1 .  
31collinsville ;:erald , May 29 , 191 8 ,  1 .  
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was among the mob but it was too dark and he was too drunk to 
know what actually happened. 32 
Defense counsel Brandy opened his case with a new inter-
pretation of murder. He pleaded "patriotic murder."  "The 
definition of murder , "  Brandy told the jury, " i s  the unlawful 
killing of a human being within the peace of the people and 
with malice aforethought . n 33 He declared Prager, being a 
German spy , was not within the peace of the people and since 
officers of the law were not doing their duty the people 
became the law. Brandy' s  witnesses partially substantiated 
that Prager was believed to be a spy by most of the miners. 
Mose Johnson testified that "every miner works under constant 
dread of being caught someday in a trap--a cave-in, a fire , 
an explosion. One spy could do a great deal of damage in a 
mine . " 34 Johnson said he was convinced that Prager was a 
spy when he [Prager] asked "which kinds of explosives caused 
the most damage to a mine . u 35 Jim Fornero stated that when 
32Pursuit 2f Freedom, 113 . 
33coll1nsville Herald, May 1 7 ,  1918 ,  l ;  June 7 ,  1918 , 
7 ;  Pursuit of Freedom, ll); see also " First war Lynching ,"  
Literary Digest, LVII , { April 20 , 1918 ) , 16-17 ;  " Lynching: 
An American Kulture?" , � Republic ,  XIV, ( April 13 , 1918 ) , 
311 . 
34coll1nsville Herald, April 5 ,  1918 , 1 .  This news art­
icle was Johnsons' original statement from the inquest which 
was repeated at the trial; see also Collinsville Herald, April 
12,  1918,  1 .  
35Ibid . ,  April 12,  1918 , 5 .  
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he heard about Pra.;,-er' s d i scussion on exnlosi ves he tried 
to have him arrested by county· sheriff Jenkin Jenkins but 
did :not �ucceed. Both Fornero and Johnson testified that 
had Mayor Siegel left the saloons open the mob would not 
have been so large or so prone to react . 36 Walter Clark , 
an official of the Donk' s i'!ine said Prager '  s l ife was in  
danger all the time after several Maryville businessmen 
attacked him on April 2 . 37 
Newspapers show that continuous t e stimony was 8;iven by 
minor wit�esses establi shin� the eleven d efendants as members 
of the mob. However,  the court record s ,  the transcript of 
the trial can no lon�er be found . It has been su�gested 
to thi s writer that the trial 9roceedings may never have 
been written down . 
Jud.se Bernruster gave final instructions to the jury 
on June 3 ,  charging them that "whatever hi s [Pragerl offense 
i t  was murder nonethele s s  when he was taken from the hands 
of peace officers and lynche d . " 38 
36Ibid . , April 5 ,  191 8 ,  1 .  
37Ibid . ,  1 .  
The jury took 42 minutes 
38pursuit of :-'reedom, 1 1 3 ;  :r .  c .  Peterson and Gilbert c .  
?ite , Ouoonentsof War , 1917-1918,  ( University o f  Wisconsin 
Pre s s :  1957) , 202-212; see also an undated l\iew Yorlc Tribune 
clipping in the America:i Civil Liberties Fil e s ,  LXXX, l ;  the 
clipping was probably from June 3 or 4,  1918 paper since it 
discusses the event and trial . 
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to return a verdict of not guilty for all eleven d efendants 
which was greeted with shouts a.nd cheering from the packed 
courtroom. A farmer from Poag , Illinoi s ,  a small community 
southwest of Edwardsville ,  stated from the jury box, " Well , 
I guess nobody can say we aren' t loyal now. We ' ve done 
justice of the right sort for Madison County . 11 39 
The effect of the Prager lynching was felt all over the 
nation as well as in Germany . German newspapers played on 
the Prager lynching as a typi cal occurrence in the United. 
States. 40 However,  propaganda was not the concern most 
voiced. in Madi son County newspapers.  Several editors indicated 
fear of reprisals from Germany . On one occasion, it was 
recalled , when the British .. l\dmiral ty declared U-Boat colll!Ilan<i-
ers criminals of war , the Germans starved several 3ritish 
Officers .41 The Collinsville Herald publ i shed a speech made 
by Lord .:.'Jorthcli ffe of the English Mini stry who stated " the 
mid-west i s  so patriotic ( Il wouldn' t  be surprised i f  the 
· -
enemy was misdirected and gave itself vent in attacks on 
39pursuit of ?reed.om, 113 .  I'here 8.re no other accounts 
of the words of--rhe Poag farmer .  Since the courtroom turned 
into a jubilant expre ssion of patriotis� after the verdict , 
it  i s  probable such statements were made . 
4o ., A Federal CaT!lpah:n Ag:3.inst Mob Violence , "  Survey , 
0 1ay 25 , 1918 ) , XL ,  225 . 
41 Collinsville Herald , Anril 12 ,  1918 , 4 .  
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persons of known German sympathy . 0 42 Governor Lowden was 
appalled as he denounced the verdict as a "deplorable mis­
carriage of justice . 0 43 United states Attorney General 
Thomas Gregory speaking to the American Bar Association 
urged a campaign against lynch law. Gregory said a new 
approach was needed to educate and legislate to prevent 
lynchings .  " We must set our faces , "  he said ,  "against law-
lessness within our own borders • • • •  For us to tolerate 
lynching i s  to do the same thing that we are condemning in 
the Germans . .. 44 Illinois  Senator Lawrence Yates Sherman 
joined officials in the state in condemning the lynching. 
"I1he mob was filled. with patrioti sm from the brewery not the 
heart , "  Sherman stated in the Senate . • • •  " The poor drunken 
lought s , 11 he continued. , "who couldn' t speak proper Engl i sh 
language themselves thought they were doing the nation good. 11 45 
Mayor Siegel , who had taken the brunt of the criticism,  
telegramed Senator Lee Slater Overman of North Carolina , 
42 Ibid . •  , 4 .  
43Jenison, v . ,  ? ;  see also Jenison, VI , 352 and Wittke , 
195-196 .  
44Belleville News Democrat , April 18 ,  1918, 5 ;  Survey,  
XL , ( May 2 5 , 1918 ) , 2 2 5 • 
45collinsv1lle Herald ,  April 12 ,  1918 , 4 . several 
interesting , but biting editorials appeared in the Belleville 
News Democrat , April 5 ,  1918 , 4; April 8 ,  1918 , 4; April 1 2 ,  
1918, 4-6; June 4 ,  1918 , 4-6 .  
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Chairman of Legislative Committee that the laws were too 
lax. 46 Siegel believed that had the laws been more stringent 
Prager could have been arrested earlier thus saving him from 
the mob. Representative L .  C .  Dyer of s t .  Loui s ,  Mi ssouri47 
took an opposing view when he introduced the National Anti-
Lynch Bill in the House of Repre sentative s .  The bill , if it 
had passed, provided for a fine of $5 , 000 to $10 , 000 on any 
county in which a lynching occurred .and investigation showed 
the local official s had not tried to �revent i t .  The bill 
would also make lynching a federal crime and investigations 
would be carried out by federal officers . 48 
In Madison County the Prager case did not end with the 
eleven defendant s .  The four police officers who were " over 
powered " by the mob were held for trial for dereliction of 
duty and giving out false information to the ir superiors. 
Mayor Siegel as it has been pointed out -p�d not known Prager 
was hiding in the unused cel l .  When offic�rs reported he 
46Ibid . , 4. 
47Representative L .  c .  Dyer, "Mob Violence in the United 
State s , "  Survey , XL, ( April 27 , 1918 ) , 102.  George Cree l ,  
Chairman of the public  Information Committee has an interesting 
view to contrast to Dyer ' s proposed bill discussed in Survey . 
See George Creel , " Our Aliens--Were They Loyal or Di sloyal?" 
Everybody' s Magazine , ( June 26 , 1918 ) ,  J6-J8 . 
48collinsville Herald , April 12 ,  191 8 ,  4. 
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was taken to �ast st . Loui s ,  Siegel permitted the mob to 
enter the jail without a struggle .  The four were suspended 
from duty . 49 The three union members who signed Pragers 
membership papers were fined $50 .00 each by the United Mine 
Workers and warned that another such occurrence would mean 
the loss of membership . 50 
St . Clair County churches denounced their si ster county 
for a gross mi scarriage of justice . Members of St . Luke ' s  
German Catholi c  Church of Belleville were the most vocal . 
Besides the denunciation, church members actively supported 
Dyers' National Anti-Lynch Bill . 51 
The Prager lynching was outstanding in that it demon-
strated to what lengths mobs would go to vent their patriotism 
angle .  Prager was not the only person lynched in Madison 
and st . Clair Counties during 1916-1919 , but he was the first 
German to be lynched in the United States ;  and the only one 
in Illinoi s .  
--
The appalling circumstance of the lynching i s  that at 
no time had Prager made a di sloyal utterance , or attack an 
American patriotic activity. The statements he made in his 
49rbid . ,  May J ,  191 8 ,  1 .  
50ibid . , April 19 ,  1918 , 1 .  
5lCollinsville Herald , May 3 ,  191 8 ,  8 ;  Belleville 
Advocate ,  May 2 ,  1918, 1 .  
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open letter to the Mine Workers Union, the situation which 
rutned his friendship with John Pohl, and hi s attempt to join 
the Navy indicate that his feelings were contrary to what was 
accepted by the rumor which swept through the Collinsville 
mob. 
Collinsville Police Chief R .  A .  Staten came very close 
to reality when he said, " If [Prager] had been spirited 
away by the police ,  I believe the mob would have vented its  
rage by hanging two or  three Collinsville persons who have 
been suspected of di sloyalty . 11 52  
The fact that the defendants were freed and the apparent 
lack of objectivity shown by the jury became a minor i ssue 
in the aftermath of the trial . An overwhelming �umber of 
Congressmen, newspaper editors ,  and even Governor Frank o .  
Lowden di scussed. the case more i n  the light o f  criticizing 
the "weak" federal statutes  than the obv�ous miscarriage of 
justice . The Literary Digest found in a survey of leading 
newspaper editors that most did not condemn the Prager 
lynching or any other but rather the laws for being too lax. 53 
The Christain Science Monitor declared that mob lynchings 
would occur as long as state and federal courts failed to 
52Belleville News Democrat , April 8 ,  191 8 ,  4 .  
53"The First War Lynching , "  Literary Digest , LVI I ,  
( April 20 , 1918 ) , 16-18 . 
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deal with the problem of di sloyalty . 54. 
On April 5 when Prager was lynched the Renate was debating 
a Sedition Bill which would provide harsh penalties for 
utterances against the United states. 55 Before the bill 
succeeded through the Congre ss several states had adopted 
laws providing severe penalties for seditious speech . Cali-
fornia passed a bill providing a death penalty for certain 
kinds of di sloyalty , and Nebraska provided penalties up to 
twenty years in pri son for persons convicted of di sloyal 
act s or utterances. 56 
It is too bad that this kind of national attention 
should be aroused by the Prager lynching because Prager had 
not made di sloyal utterances,  neither was he formally accused 
of spying, nor were Collinsville citizens really interested 
in Pragers alleged crime . Prager' s  death was not simply the 
result of a desire to punish a spy, but rather ,  a means through 
which the mob could dramatically express its patriotism. No 
--
member of the mob ever asked what act of spying or sabotage 
·• 
Prager committed . None of the eleven accused of the crime 
knew anything about Prap;er ' s activities,  but rather demanded 
to see what a " bona fide" spy looked like . 
54peterson, 212 .  
55see Chapter II . 
56peterson, 21 3 .  
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The Prager lynching , then, represents the culmination 
of anti-German attitude s in the two counties  which were 
nurtured by the presence of federal agent s in the community , 
by federal administrators ,  by loyalty days set aside for 
demonstrations, by the flag rai sings, by the acceptance of 
vigilante justice for a court of law, by the nature of these 
laws , and by successfully forcing German institutions to 
change their language , or activity which to a hysteri cal 
population was an adnittance to sponsoring anti-American 
ideas or activitie s .  The lynching cannot be compared with 
any other single death resulting from mob violence in the 
history of Illinois.  Eli jah P .  Lovejoy died in Alton , Illinois 
on November 7,  1837 because he believed in the abolition of 
slavery and set U"? 9. news'9aper to advocate thi s belief which 
infuriated. a. mob who killed him. The �egroes who died in 
the East St .  Louis race riot of July 2 ,  1917 represented a 
threat to the economic status of union members and �egroes 
. . .  
were assi sting strike breakers or gaining employment a.t the 
expense of whites which perpetrated the riot . In every other 
act of mob violence a a.eed by the '?ersecuted individual pre-
ceded the violence .  Prager, however , represented to the mob 
all the hatred for a national enemy that they were unable to 
expre ss through the hundreds of de:nor.strations, speeches ,  and 
flag rai sings .  'l'he ultimate in a efendinP: the nation fro!D. an enemy 
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i s  to physically engage him in combat , and to the mob what 
better way to combat the nation' s enemies,  and demonstrate 
ones high standards of patrioti sm than to " capture" and pun-
i sh a spy? For three hundred Collinsville residents on April 
5 ,  1918 there was no better way . 5 7  
57An interesting sidelight occurred wtien Mayor Siegel 
and Governor Lowden accepted an invitation from the German 
Government to pay the cost of Prager' s funeral . When Lowd.en 
informed the United state' s Department of State that a bill 
for $19 7 . 00 had been sent to the Swi ss legation for funeral 
costs, he received a heated note from the State Department 
and subsequently announced that the State of Illinois  would 
pay for Prager' s  funeral . See Pursuit of Freedom , 112;  
Belleville Advocate ,  May 2 ,  1918, J; Jenfson, VI , 352 . 
v 
GRANITE CITY: PATERNALISM PREVENTS ALIEN PROBLEMS 
Despite the pinnacle of anti-German hysteria reached in 
Collinsville. in April , 1918,  it can not be construed that 
every community was as anti-German as Collinsville , East s t .  
Loui s ,  or Belleville . I n  Edwardsville ,  New Baden , Mascoutah, 
and Smithton, which are all heavily populated with German 
minoritie s ,  few anti-German eruptions occurred , and in Alham-
bra , a small community almost entirely German, there were no 
occurrence s .  
In Granite City , one of the larger industrial communi ties 
of Madison County , efforts to Americanize aliens began a 
decade before the declaration of war in i91 7 .  Granite City 
began changing from an agricultural shipping center to an 
- ·  
industrial city as early as 189 2 . 1 In that year William F .  
and Frederick G .  Niedringhaus ,  both sons of a German immigrant , 
1Granite City History 1896-1946, ( Granite Ctiy Council:  
1946 ) ,  14-15. Thi s publication was released by the city 
Council in 1946 as a bi-centennial of Granite City . The 
Prefatory note indicates research for the pamphlet was done 
by the local library staff . Hereafter cited Granite City 
Hi story.  
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founded the St . Louis Stamping Works2 ( later named National 
Enameling and Stamping Company ) , 3 and the Granite City Realty 
4 Company . Shares of stock in both companies were distributed 
among the K1edr1nghaus family including Congressman Frederick 
G .  Niedringhaus who , with the aid of Will iam McKinley , Chair-
man of the House Ways and. Means Committee , succeeded seven 
years before in getting Congre ss to adopt a high tariff to 
protect American manufacturing , especially ,  tin plated and 
enameled steel . 5 The .Nied.ringhaus family not only owned the 
St . Louis Stamping Com9any which produced steel cookware , but 
also J , 500 acres of land which was subdivided into tracts for 
homes ,  industries ,  and businesse s . 6 BY 1895 the St . Louis 
Stamping Company was not only producing stamped cookware , but 
2Gran1te City Press-Record , September 4 ,  1962 ,  l J .  -I1he 
issue was a cooperative venture with the Alton Evening Tele­
graph, and the Edwardsville Intelligence to celebrate the 
Centennial of Madison County .  See Appendix- A .  
3Gran1 te City Hi story,  19 . -· 
4rb1d . ,  16-1 7 .  The Niedringhaus brothers once decided 
to abandon the project when Eugene Debs was arrested July 7 ,  
1894.  Fear that labor trouble s might eventually reach their 
factory caused much concern in Granite City ( then called 
Kinderhook ) .  The Niedringhaus brothers were at this time at­
tempting a project along the line s of George w. Pullman 
inventor of the Pullman Palace Car. Pullman not only owned 
the factory but every house and " stick and stone in town . "  
5rb1d. ,  14. 
6 Ibid . ,  15-16 . 
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also rolling its own steel from ninety-pound ingots manu-
factured from iron ore and scrap steel . The Niedringhaus 
brothers invented a new process in cookware--enameled steel . 
The new enamelware increased sales tenfold , and new additions 
were added to the steel mill which was by 1900 a separate 
plant from the st. Louis Stamping Company . The mill ,  named 
the Granite City Steel Company was soon producing more rolled 
tin plate than the st . Louis Stamping Company could use , and 
the Niedringhauses began a nation-wide sale of rolled tin-
plat e .  
I n  describing the growth of the city i n  1900 the authors 
of the History of Granite City wrote: 
0Granite City throve beyond the hopes of 
its founders . A late comer among citie s ,  it 
abounded with opportunitie s .  Lines of endeavor 
with no apparent saturation point lay open on 
every side . "  7 
With the increase in industries  there was a natural 
demand for workers .  The Niedringhaus brothers foresaw the 
--
demand and built several brick tenements ,  despite the fact 
that the area was swampy and malaria was an everyday occur-
rence among the city ' s  population. A roaring community none-
theless developed as workers hurried, 
"lest the lot or house they wanted should be 
sold to someone else on the morrow. Scores of mill 
7 Ibid . ,  19 . 
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employees forgot their fears of malaria and 
e stabli shed homes in  Granite City .  The real 
e state market waxed bulli sh .  An acute housing 
shortage developed. Even sleeping rooms became 
scarc e ,  although Phillip Lauff ,  John E .  Mol­
throµ , and F .  Krakenbring opened new hotels .  
Many single men l ived in saloon-boarding houses  
where they could squelch their thirst of  an 
evening and ward off loneliness with hours 
of shop talk . These establi shments went by 
such names as th� Yellow Dog, the Blue Goose,  
the Black Bear. " ts 
It was during thi s period of the city ' s  history--1900-
1910 that Czechs, Poles ,  Bulgarians, Macedonians , Lithuanians,  
Hungarians, Bohemians, Germans,  and Austrians found their way 
to the lower west side of Granite City .9 By 1907 they number-
ed nearly 5 , 00� and the Federal Immigration Commi ssion included 
Granite City in its survey of "melting pots" in the nation. 
These east European immigrant s formed a ghetto on the west side 
and there fell victim to the cupidity of Macedonian and Bul­
garian "kings . "10 The kings owned cottages and mercantile 
houses in which most of their countrymen lived . The Federal 
Immigration Commi ssion described the cottages: 
" Each cottage usually had. three rooms , although 
some scattered here and there have four rooms .  In 
each of these cottages twelve to sixteen men live , 
paying a rent of from �14 to $16 per month. Mul­
tiplyH1g these amounts by twelve to get [each man' s] 
8 Ibid . ,  20 . 
9Ibid. ,  24. 
lOibid. ,  24; Albert Field Gilmore , Fellowship: The 
Biogranhy of � Man and � Business ,  ( Chicago , 1929 ) , 29':" 
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annual rent s ,  they are found to be ��168 and ��92 
respectively. The cottages are very similar to 
but not so good. as those for which r southern] 
cotton mill operative s pay rent of 13 to $4 · 
monthly , "  Il 
It is little wonder local residents referred to the ghetto 
as " S.ungry Hollow. 11 1 2  Ninety-one per cent of these " foreigners" 
earned no more than $JOO a year , and twenty-one per cent earned 
less than $200 a year.1 3  By 1911 housing conditions due to 
the influx of both foreign and American laborers , were dif-
ficult in the entire city , but they were appall ing in Hungry 
Hollow. Hungry Hollow was segregated from the re st of the 
west side by the Ameri can Steel Foundry ' s  property, The National 
Enameling and stamping Company , and a new factory , the Common-
wealth Company , whose property squeezed into the ghetto back-
yards. The fact that a young steel worker, M. E .  Kirkpatrick , 
running on an independent [ social1st]14 ticket became mayor 
in 1911 did not ease the difficult situation in the Hollow. 
11 6 Ibid . ,  25-2 • 
12Ralph Adams to ?ra!'lk Adams;  June 
has been a resident of Granite City for 
years; Granite C ity Press-necord, ( June 
Citl Hi story, 29 . 
1 ,  1966 .  Ralph Adams 
the past forty-two 
2 ,  1916 ) , l ;  Granite 
1 3Granite City History , 24. 
14 Ibid . , 27 . Roster of Mayors located in the Granite City 
l1Iunicipal Building shows M .  E .  Kirkpatrick holding office in 
1911-1914, 1917-1918 , 1927-19 30 , 1937-1945 . Only during 1911-
1914 was he referred to as a social i st .  During other elections 
he i s  li sted as an Independent . 
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Kirkpatrick was able to promote a mod ern sewa�e system, pre­
vent gambling house s from opening, and improve certain tenement 
conditions for most of Granite City ,  but he did little to 
improve upon conditions in  the ghetto. �s a result the ghetto 
was left to suffer in silence a safe d istance from the residen­
tial section of the west side . 
In 1904 , inventor-manufacturer Clarence c .  Howard and 
Harry M .  Pflager came to Granite City . 15 They bought a fal­
tering stove manufacturing company and proceeded. to introduce 
cast steel locomotive frames to the bulging industrial city . 
Much of the process required semi-skilled and unskilled 
workers which fitted perfectly the abilities of foreigners in 
Hungry Hollow. Through the years that followed until the out­
break of the war several thousa�d men from the ghetto obtained 
employment at Howard' s  foundry . By 1917 no less than three 
thousand. , . or slightly over one-third, of the employees  were 
foreigners, many of whom neither had. taken- out citizenship 
papers nor were able to speak or understand· the Bngll sh lan­
guage very we11 .l6 
Clarence c .  Howard was no ordinary factory owner . A 
Christian-Scienti st , he was deeply concerned for the welfare 
15Granite City Pre ss-Record , September 4,  196 2 ,  1 3 .  
16Gilmore , 28 . 
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of hi s employees--especially those of foreign birth. The 
Company , named The Commonwealth, was only one of many channels 
through which Howard. strove to embody his religious convic­
tions into the business world .17 
By 19 22 Howard had realized the completion of hi s Common­
wealth Plan. " When I purchased this plant in 1904, 11 he said ,  
" I  decided. t o  operate i t  on the basi s of this psalm verse , 18 
' Except the Lord build the house , they labour in vain that 
build it ;  except the Lord keep the city , the watchman waketh 
in vain. • n l9 During the intervening years he initiated far 
reaching progre ssive programs such as a.� eight-hour day , 
profit sharing, cafeterias for employee s ,  a commi ssary where 
food and clothing were sol.d at cost , a visiting nurse for 
employees and their families ,  a plant dispensary for employee s ,  
and a riultitude of  other benefits for hi s workers . 20 
At first his employee s ,  especially foreigners, were 
suspicious and uncooperative .  Two years passed before any 
program could be establi shed because "men from other lands 
seemed unable to understand the spirit of fellowship and the 
17Granite City Hi story,  38 . 
18Ibid . ,  35.  
l9Ibid . ,  35; also Psalm 127 : 1  King James Version. 
20Gilmore , 25-26, 39; The Commonwealth Steel Company, 
The Commonwealther, May, 1915 ,  2; August-September ,  1915, 4;  
January , 1915, 4. -
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desire of the management to befriend them. 11 21 
Seeking cooperation from hi s workers ,  Boward called a 
meeting of all employees  on January 19 , 1906. He urged them 
to establish an organization, [not a labor union] , in which 
both management and labor could freely participate in the 
betterment of the plant atmosphere and efficiency . A Common­
wealth Fellowship Club was agreed to with some officers 
elected by employee s ,  and some appointed by Howard . Almost 
immediately Howard' s program of "fellowship" was accepted as 
employees were granted more responsibility in planning their 
own welfare programs . 22 For eighteen years Howard , through 
the Fellowship Club, e stablished projects that added more and 
more to the well-being of the workers.  At first the Fellow-
ship Club concentrated on the improvement of workers. A 
vocational school was started in 1907 for all employees under 
twenty-two years of age. The students attended classes for 
one or two mornings a week and at night . Engli sh language 
- ·  
classes with volunteer teachers be�an that same year for for-
eigners .  The classes taught Engli sh and prepared the student 
for American citizenship . 23  
21 Ibid . ,  28 . 
22The Commonwealther, ?ebruary , 191 5 ,  2 .  
23Ibid . ,  February-March, 1916 , 4 .  Plant newspaper was 
irregularly publi shed by company official s .  I t s  motto: 
"Published Every Little While" explains the irregular dating 
of Publications, see Appendix C .  
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Meanwhile a frame Fello�<Jhip Club ::iall was built on 
Company property with �oward supplying the materials .  (It was 
replaced a few years later, after World War I ,  with an all 
brick building with classrooms ,  auditorium, and game rooms . )  
The original structure maintained a poolroom and auditoriums. 
Later a service station and shoe repair shop were added.  
Almost daily the club was involved in an activity--baseball 
teams were organized ; basketball tournaments sponsored ;  
family picnics ,  fish fries ,  and card parties  were a part of  
the Commonwealth Plan. A Benefit Fund provided sick pay for 
employees from forty-percent of the club dues and periodic 
donations from Howard . 24 
By 1915 roller skating, a plant orchestra, a plant 
minstrel show, and a yearly riverboat excursion on the Nissi-
ssippi were added. Within the plant Howard provided the 
first Safety Department in the area which_ began to function 
in 1912 when two employee s ,  Ira Crocker and Paul Woods were 
severely injured.  Its slogan, " Eterne.l Vigilance i s  the Price 
of Safety , as well as Liberty , "  remains today a part of the 
plant ' s  policy.  Two years later the "Lecture Course Idea" 
was added to the plant school . It included studies of the 
operation of the plant where each job was de scribed i n  i t s  
relationship to the overa.11 plant function. 25 
24rbid . ,  i'Lay , 191 5 ,  2 ;  See Appendix C .  
25Ibid. ,  January , 1916 ,  4; Ralph Adams to Frank Ad.ams 
June 1 ,  1966 . 
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Howard' s  Superintendent , Arthur ·r . Morey, lauded the 
program to members of the American Foundrymen' s Association 
in 191 2 .  Morey indicated. that since its  beginning the Common-
wealth Plan, especially increased wage s ,  benefits ,  aad eight-
hour day , had. "proved wholly successful; plant effici ency 
had increased, and the elimination of waste caused by fatigued 
employees declined . " 26 
For the employees the high point of the Commonwealth 
Plan was reached when a tornado struck st . Louis and Granite 
City in 1927.  Employees from the plant donated their time 
to rebuild demolished home s while the Fellowship Club and. 
Howard pa�d for emergency relief and building materials .  
Employees were also able to borrow from the plant for the 
emergency. The Fellowship Loan Fund had been set up by Howard 
during a slack period in 1926 . During the ensuing lay-off, 
Howard loaned employee s ��70 , 000 for famil_y emergenci e s ,  and 
another $40 0 , 000 for rebuilding during the tornado . When 
the slack period subsided , ninety-percent of the loans were 
repaid in the first year . Howard only lost two-thirds of one 
percent of the total $470 , 000 when a few employees moved away 
or were. 0 i scharged from the company . 27  
26Granite Citl Hi story, 27 .  
27Gilmore , 28 , 39 ; Granite City Press-Record, September 
4 ,  1962 ,  1 3 .  
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Howard ' s  interest in people extended beyond his workers .  
He was instrumental in the formation of the Granite City 
Junior Chamber of Commerce , the United states Junior Chamber 
of Commerce ,  Principia College in St . Loui s ,  the St .  Loui s 
Area 3oy Scout Council , and the Granite City Young Men' s 
28 Christian issociation ( Y .H . C .A . ) .  He must have experienced 
great pleasure when a Granite City boy scout , Archie Boyd , 
was the recipient of the Livingston Award for Citizenship .  
President Wilson awarded the medal to  five outstanding boys 
in the United states.  Boyd had sold more Liberty Bonds than 
any other boy in the nation. During the drive , Granite City 
Scouts sold a total of $1 , 152 , 75 0 . 0 0  in bonds.  In 1919 
when the 3elg1um Boy Scouts were organized the first troop 
was named " Il linoi s ; "  the first p�tro l ,  "Granite City . " 29 
Above all else , Clarence c .  Howard' s  contribution to 
the foreigners in Hungry Eollow stands as_ a hallmark to his 
good will . Prior to Howard' s  endeavors ,  little had been done 
to A�ericanize foreigners .  In 1915 more foreigners trickled 
into the area. Notable among this group was Francis Horalek 
a Bohemian from the German region of what i s  today Czechoslo­
:.o vakia • .J riY Jul y ,  191 6 ,  Horalek had establi shed. a Bohemian 
28 J .  Dan House , .Ad. verti sing Manager, General Steel In­
dustires to Frahk Adams,  June 15 ,  1966 ; Gilmore , 28 , 39 , 226 ; 
Granite City History, 34. 
· 
29Granite City Hi story, 31 . 
30Granite City Pre ss-Record, July 7 ,  1916 , 1 .  
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speakinc-; mi ssion at 1722 11aple Street which i s  in the heart 
of Hungry Hollow. 3orale�{ and others had. 11  ttle opportunity 
to sway the re sid ent s to return to the ways of their former 
countries for on March 21 , 1916 , Howard called a meeting of 
influential people in the area to suggest the establi shment 
of a community welfare progra� . 31 Before the meeting ad-
journed. a new name was selected to replace the stereotype 
Hungry Hollow. Since most of the people had high regard for 
our sixteenth presid ent, the area was renamed Lincoln Place . 
Shortly , a Progressive Club was organized with a functioning 
':ielfare CoillI!li ttee .  The 0 foreigners11 were to donate a monthly 
due of twenty-five cents to the Committee.  The funds were 
used for welfare and Americanization pro j ects. 32 
SoIJe social work had already begun in the summer of 
1915 by Mi ss :Sdna Haas,  and in 1916 she was joined by a school 
teacher from the west side Washington Grade School , Miss 
Sophia Prather . 33 Mi ss Prather ,  who had d e sired for a long 
while to see an Americanization program begun in Lincoln 
Place ,  became a full time social worker . Howard personally 
paid Hiss Prather ' s  salary and. placed her in charge of co!D.-
31rbid. . , l ;  Granite City Press-Record, June 2 ,  1916 , l ;  
'.!'he Cornmonwealther, February-11arch , 1916, 4; Gilmore , 29 . 
32Grani te City �:i story , 27.  Granite City Press-Record. , 
Sentember 4, 19�1 J. The Commonweal ther,  Qecembe r ,  19 21 , 
6-9 . � 
33Ibid . ,  JO ; Granite City , Press-�ecord , September 4,  
196 2 ,  23 .  
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munity Welfare . Social work was difficult during the war 
years since most families  had a fair income and jobs were 
plentiful . Night classes in Engli sh for adults,  especially 
workers who were not employed by Howard , were conducted twice 
weekly . The small frame Community Eouse built by Eoward in 
1917 afforded little room for recreation. Throughout the 
war, t'1i ss Prather ,  "Little Mother of Lincoln Place , "  34 
continued to teach night classes for the men and grammar school 
for their wives and elderly foreigners during the day . 
In 1920 when work became slack in most of Granite City ' s  
industries  due to the decrease in war materials manufacturing, 
Howard relieved unemployment in Lincoln Place. Sometime 
during 1920 , a movement was undertaken by the company to 
build a New Community House . Howard proposed 11 that the 
Company furni sh the site , plans, and materials for the build-
ing • • •  provided that the :men of the neig!'lborhood whose children 
would use the building would undertake the labor at a nominal 
wage . 11 35 Once again " an air of prosperity 
.:pervad ed, 11 36 as 
three times as many workers showed up e.s there were jobs . 
The work was sporadic and continued for two years, mostly 
34The Commonwealther, December, 1921 , 8 .  
35Gilmore , 29 . 
36 Ibid . ,  29 . 
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during good weather.  When it was completed , Miss Prather 
inaugurated. a year-round Kindergarten, and an " organization 
to train youth of the community into lives of usefulness and 
honor. 11 37 The Kindergarten system was familiar to most of 
the residents since it was an adaption of the earlier German 
prototypes and was a familiar system for pre-schools in 
Europe .  How night classes in Engli sh rose to ninety students 
and the welfare programs of the community were enthusiastically 
accepted. A year earlier Howard completed his dream of the 
Commonwealth Plan of Co-operative Management38 which refer-
red to the many paternali stic policies he had introduced since 
190 6 .  "Here at the Commonweal th,"  he said later , " we have 
shown the world that there i s  no problem between the employer 
and the employee but there are problems of the employer 
and. employees ,  and we are working on these problems . " 39 
Howard' s  Fellowship Plan, though a �ommendable approach 
to employer-employee relationship s ,  may have been an attempt 
to combat the growth of unionism in Granite City . The Wilson Ad.­
mini stration by 1914 conceded that labor unions with legitimate 
37The Commonwealther,  December 1921 , 8 ;  see also Gilmore , 28 . 
38Gilmore , 26 , 39 ; Granite City Hi story, 34 . 
39Granite City Hi story, 35;  Howard ' s  principles are il­
lustrated in news items in Granite City Press-Record , November 
14, 1916 ,  l ;  June 16,  1916, 1 .  
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objectives would not be prosecuted under the Clayton Act. 40 
Labor unionism in Granite City seemed more intense after the 
Clayton Act to the point that Kirkpatrick' s sewage program was 
stifled for over two years due to the American Federation of 
Labor' s  strike s . 41 Though it i s  not certain that Howard ' s  Fel-
lowship Plan was designed to ward off the unions, but at least 
on one occasion he found cause to di scharge known union organ­
IJ.2 izers. · The United States Supreme Court Case , American Steel 
Foundries � Tri-City Central Trades Council brought before Chief 
Justice Howard Taft on December 5 ,  1921
43 resulted in a decision 
favoring the strike going on at the American steel Foundry in 
Granite City. This may have affected Howard' s anti-unionism. 
That same year he informed the Fellowship Club of new pro jects 
in the Commonwealth Plan which i ncluded higher wages ,  and 
some of the other paternali stic pro j ects already mentioned. 
Paternalism to Howard , it seems,  meant two things:  his reli� 
-
tious belief of helping · his fellow man, and combating unionism • 
. Whatever. his motives for paternali sm were in terms of 
40Arthur s. Link, Wood.row Wilson And ·rhe Progressive Era, 
1910-1917 ( New York: Torchbook, 1963 )-;-bS-69 . 
41Granite City Hi story, 28 . 
42rt was related to thi s writer that Howard called a 
meeting of all employees an announced in a speech that every 
farmer knows that hi s best seeds sometimes produce poor plants 
and knowing thi s he plucks them out of the field. Shortly 
afterwards several union organizers were allegedly discharged. 
43Granite City Hi story ,  34 . 
' 
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combating unionsim, they were nevertheless genuine attempts 
af sati sfying the need s of his employee s .  He sincerely be-
lieved that there was no need for a union as expressed by his 
view that there was no problem between employer and employees ,  
but rather, problems of  the two .  
Lincoln Place became a special proj ect to Howard . He 
hoped to instill the ideas of loyalty to the nation, the 
English language , and voting habits  in the re sident s .  Of 
course , these were similar to the d e sires the State Council 
of Defense s '  Americanization program had for all foreigners, 
and too , these were the same results mobs in East St . Loui s ,  
Coll insville , Lebanon , and Belleville hoped to engender in 
German ·Americans through fear and intimidation. However, 
Howard was not interested so much in having these foreigners 
conform to the ideals of patriotism which were e stabli shed 
after 1917 . · Had thi s been his goal , i . e . , confor�ity to 
-
ultra patriotism of the war time years, he would not have 
started a decade before there was a possipiiity of war in 
Europe . Howard ' s  Americanization wa s ,  through school s ,  the 
community hou se , and the company , a means through whi ch the 
foreigners in the ghetto could ri se above their poor cond itions 
and more easily assimilate into the American way of life . 
This view sets Howard ' s  methods apart from the others pri-
marily because " hi s" people were gradually educated into 
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speaking Engl i sh ,  improving their community , and becoming 
accepted citizens .  
Probably the best te stimonial to  Howards contribution 
to preventing anti-German or anti-foreign sentiments from 
arising in Granite City comes from a high school graduate 
from Lincoln Place . The graduate ' s  valedictorian speech 
was on her life as a child under the Howard systems 
"For two winters I taught English to a group 
of aliens as a part of my sociRl service work . 
Since I was foreign r Hungarianl to American ways 
at one time , I felt that I cou1d better under-
stand. their needs than could a native American . 
Perhaps I failed to accompli sh all that I might have , 
but I sincerely believe that I can never do any­
thing as interesting as teach men and women of six 
different nationalities the solution of [ sic] 
few of4�he Americanization problems they must face . "  "" 
rhe one asset Howard had which the people of Collinsville and 
Belleville did not have was a ghetto . Here the people were 
of the lower economic strata, segregated from non-aliens, and 
eager to advance . Howard led the way and most often they 
followed eagerly . 
In other areas the foreigners , usually German, were lon� 
time residents whose parents built the community . In such 
areas as Belleville ,  Collinsville , and Lebanon it was far 
more difficult for any group , especially those of recent 
residence,  to convince well established, often prosperous 
German Americans that their way was no longer the correct 
44Gilmore , 30 .  
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pattern of behavior . 
There i s  a note of irony in the history of Granite City 
and Howard ' s  paternalism. In 1915 the St. Loui s  Post-Di soatch 
dubbed him "Golden Rule Howard" 45 because he refused a two 
million dollar contract with Great Britain for the produc-
tion of shrapnel .  Howard ' s  refusal was accompanied with: 
" I  shall not permit my Company to manufacture a dollars worth 
of steel to be used for the destruction of human life . 1146 
Three years later on November 8 ,  1918 when representatives 
of the nat ions at war met in the forest of Compiengue the 
railcar in which the peace conference was held had an under-
frame of cast steel built by Howard ' s  Commonwealth Steel 
Company . 47 
45Gilmore , 226 .  
46Granite City Pre ss-Record , September 4 , 196 2 ,  1 3 ;  
Gilmore , 226 .  
47Gilmore , 226 . 
VI 
CONCLUSION 
The ri se of anti-German attitudes i n  Mad.i son and. St .  
Clair Counties was only an incidental epi sode of a much 
larger problem. Primarily it was part of another chapter 
in the history of intolerance in thi s country which has 
occurred from time to time since the first colonists came to 
the new world.  The Salem witch trials of l·:assachusetts ,  
Peter Zeneer, Jefferson' s Alien and Sedition Laws, the 
institution of slavery , attacks upon Irish Catholics and the 
Chinese,  e.nd intolerance for American Indians all :play their 
part • .  
It would be utopian to believe that in every human 
con.�unity man will always accept his fellows . As  the world 
--
grows smaller as a consequence of technology , human under-
standing and toleration will npt always grow proportionately.  
If they did ,  few international eruptions would occur. The 
world community of -people would l ive hap"?ily accepting d i f-
ferences in national and racial character that are result s  
o f  thousands o f  years o f  human hi story . In view of current 
history it  i s  easy to see that internationally , suspicions , 
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fears ,  and intolerance still exi st .  Within the United States 
the current dilemna of riots ,  marche s and deaths resulting 
from the Negroes'  drive to win acceptance and break the shackles 
of race prejudice is testimony sufficient to show that as a 
nation the United States has moved forward only slightly in 
eliminating intolerance since World war I .  
When the World war of 1914-1918 ended proponents o f  tol-
erance condemned the abuses heaped upon Germans as di sgrace-
ful , unamerican, and d eplorable.  Many of these writers con-
demned intolerance around the nation as ipso facto without a 
clear understanding of the ns.ture of intolerance . 1 For 
instance , in comparing Granite City with Collinsville this 
writer found that these two cities though only a scant twenty-
five miles apart developed differently . Collinsville began 
as a community of German farmers and businessmen who quite 
naturally retained that which had been familiar and good. in 
Germany . The community , then, was built on the foundation of 
the social makeup of 19th Century German farming communi ties.  
Granite City was just the oppo site . Here , even though the city 
was founded by a German , the community was mad e up lar�ely of 
Americans whose ancestry was probably unknown or, at least not 
considered important . 
1 11Ameri can by Decree , "  New Republic , XXXI . ,  (April 8 ,  1920 ) , 
262-26 3 ;  "America ' s  Shame , "  Iridependent , XCV'II I . , ( May 24, 1919 ) ,  
277 . 
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When mining and. related industries appeared around. Col-
l insville , the German farmers remained the real pillars of 
the community . A survey of the elections in Collinsville from 
1900-1920 shows a dominance of German names with only a 
sprinkling of names like Jones, or Smith.  A s  the city grew 
there was no movement to change the German culture until 1916 .  
The reason for thi s was probably the fact that those in  the 
community who were respected and assumed a re sponsible role 
were German s .  In Granite City the situation was slightly 
reversed. Though German names appear in the history of the 
city , those re sponsible for the cities growth lived for the 
most 9art in St .  Loui s ,  Mi ssouri . 
The Niedringhaus family rarely establ i shed a residence 
in Granite City , nor did Clarenc.e Howard, Howard lived always 
in St . Lou i s ,  and after his retirement in 1935 moved to Mass-
achusetts .  The mechanics of establi shing a social order in 
Granite City were left largely to the workers themselve s .  
For example ,  during the war Mayor Siegel of Collinsville was 
a medical doctor whose parents could speak German, while in 
Granite City, M. E .  Kirkpatrick , who became Mayor in 1917 ,  
worked as a day laborer at the Granite City steel Company . 
The foreigners who might have continued old world customs in 
Granite City were lar;ely in the ghetto of the west sid.e and 
definitely had little influence over civic affairs.  
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When war was imminent in the latter oart of 1916 this 
writer found that the greatest patriotic sentiments ,  at least 
outward manifestations,  in both communities were shown by 
factory workers. Flag raisings ,  marches ,  bond drives ,  and 
many other patriotic demonstrations were attended largely by 
men and their families who depended on industrial wages for 
their livelihood . These 9roved to be the more recent residents 
who were not of the basic German element . The Germans being 
the first residents were still over all the land owners whose 
farms were located outside the city . Those Germans in the 
' 
city , although loyal to the United Stat e s ,  were largely less 
radically inclined since they were descendant s of the rural 
Germans.  They were not so different in their views than other 
farmers .  Ameri can farmers,  collectively , have for decades 
represented a more conservative view point . The com.�unity 
pressures to demonstrate patriotism was �ocused more sharply 
on Germans in the Collinsville area because " things German" 
were quite apparent , It i s  not difficult to understand thi s 
fixation since the Germans ,  by their custom s ,  language ,  and 
societies represented characteri stics of the enemy . 2 
All the German communities and Granite City were sur-
2The general attitude which was expressed by the Burnett 
Immigration Act of February 1 ,  1917 gave national scope to the 
attitudes of city dwellers toward immigrants whether recently 
arrived or still holding their old traditions; see Lin.'I{ ,  60 . 
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rounded by German farmers who felt little r,>re ssure to change 
their norra l behavior in order to represent what some towns-
people believed. patrio t i c .  This i s  not true of Lebano n, how-
ever , because that town was not an industrial center but an 
agri cultural shipping point which resulted in int imate contact 
with German farmers ,  thus the pressures on those Ger�ans were 
even greater . 
A compar i son of the aliens i n  the two communities also 
illustrates a reason for the immediate ri se of ant i-German 
feelings in the two counti e s .  I n  Granite Ci ty the aliens came 
after the social structure was already e stabl i shed . It was 
only natural for them to coneregate in the more fami liar 
alien district of Lincoln Place . Lincoln Place d eveloped a s  
it did because the earl i e st Bulgarians and Macedonie.ns were 
enterpr i s i ng enough to build cottages and hotels i n  thi s area. 
Had they selected any other section of t_he city a similar 
" L i ncoln Place" would have developed. The al iens settled in 
Lincoln Place because it maintained a more familiar habi tat . 
They could find people abl e to speak thei r own language ,  and 
with similar European customs. The location of the ghetto 
provided easy acc e s s  to work in the factori e s .  The factori es 
on the other hand owned all the land. around the ghetto thus 
segregating these foreigners from the bulk of the population.  
The contacts between the two sections o f  the city were made 
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when both the alien and. the American experienced a common 
goal--that l s  at school for the children or at work in the 
factories  for the men. 
In the Colllsvllle area the opposite was true . The 
retailers, professional s and farmers were largely Germans 
while the miners were Americanized Germans or recent residents 
in the community.  Workers largely depended upon Germans for 
their everyday needs such as clothing , food, and even rented 
home s .  Germans in the city were often the recipients of a 
portion of the non-Germans pay envelope s ,  and a well-kept 
farm which produced abundance establi shed the German farmers 
as one of wealth. Al least they appeared wealthier than the 
workers and miners of the community . 
Granite City ' s  alien population did not come into 
intimate contact with non-al iens other than during times  
when each were striving for the same goal . In Howard ' s  
Commonwealth, though each man was guaranteed an hourly wage , 
his ability to produce a sand. mold which mad·e up a tiny 
portion of a larger mold regulated his dally earnings.  Each 
man was paid extra for producing more than his guaranteed wage 
demanded . Therefore , rather than the men competing for raises 
from their employer, they competed with their own previous 
production rate . When an alien ' s  pay was more than a non­
alien, it was only because on that day the alien was able to 
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produce more; not because of his inheritance or special 
privilege . Once out of the factory both alien and non-alien 
returned to his respective district . Another aspect of the 
contrast between the two groups was Howard' s  principle of 
fellowship whi ch he began a decade before the war. I·�o such 
proeram existed in any of the predominate German communities .  
This fact was pointed out to the Illinois  Legislature on 
January 1 8 ,  1919 by the Americanization Committee . J The 
Americanization Col11Iilittee• s recommendation was for a state 
wide program, but i t s  recommendations were based upon success-
ful communities such as Granite City . 
The laws and tr.e government s--city , stat e ,  and national--
provided an avenue for citizens to respond to the German 
atmosphere . The Espionage Act of 1917 and Wilson' s encour-
agement that each citizen should alert himself to possible 
pro-German elements provided. an incentiv� for local action. 
The appearance of federal marshalls ,  secret service agent s ,  
and bureaucrat s in charge of nationalization of  the war effort 
strengthened the attitude that there was an immediate danger 
from Germans in every community . The willingness of these 
agent s to investigate the most trivial di screpancies might 
well have �iven an indication to reside�ts that the slightest 
pro-German view was extremely dangerous .  Lebanon, Illinois  
Jsee Appendix D; Jeni son, War Documents ,  v . ,  7 .  
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showed a high propensity to react to minor statements by 
Germans .  Belleville and Collinsville also directed local 
pressures to change all things of German character to some-
thing more American. After the Prager lynching in Collins-
ville and the obvious di sregard the court showed for justice,  
there were even more incendiary situations that might have 
resulted. in chaos had it not been for the passage of the 
Sedition Act in May , 1918 . This law gave raore power to fed-
eral authorities.  Federal authorities tended to react more 
calmly than did  local resident s .  O n  nearly every occasion 
some action was taken lest the " guilty" one fall into the 
hands of a mob. 
Granite City exuerienced no mob violence aeainst aliens 
or Germans during the war . Once laborers enga.ged in a 
riotous brawl with strike breakers during the excavation of 
the city ' s  sewage sy stem , and after the East_ st . Louis riot 
in July , 1917 a few Negroes were attacked on the streets of 
the city , but not one mob occurrence is recorded against an 
alien or anyone of immediate German descent . 
The results of thi $ study leads the writer to the con-
clusion that the era of anti-German feeling in Madison and 
st . Clair Counties was the result of local cqmmunities  acting 
independently from one another but ending with the same 
results--The Americanization of the German culture . Com-
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munities  whi ch were e stabli shed. originally by German i!Ill!l.i­
e;rants who based their livelihood. on the rich prairie soil 
tended to experience a great deal more anti-German feeling 
than those communities  e stabli shed. largely on an industrial 
base . The Prager lynch mob was largely made up of miners, 
unemployed laborers, factory workers, retail clerks, and 
youths. . iei ther of the eleven accused murderers were from 
the agricultural base of the community, nor was there any 
evidence that any farmers participated in the lynchinG. 
With these facts illustrated by the examples in previous 
chapters it i s  log:ical to assume that had Collinsville or 
any other of the German communities  provid.ed. an American­
ization 9rogra.m. such as that provided. by Clarei1ce C. :Iowa.rd., 
the Prager lynching might have been avoideo, and on the 
other hand, had Howard not establi shed. hi s program the anim­
o sity toward. a ghetto of non-English spe�kinG aliens in the 
west side of the city who were being encouraged by at least 
one prominent resident of the ghetto to retain their old 
world. ways may have resulted. in a similar atmosphere as 
Collinsville experienced. 
The compari son made between Granite City and Collinsvile 
as a typical German commu�ity i s  one which illustrates two 
situations primarily within the frame work of the law. The 
mob violence and. Defense Committee action thus far illustrated 
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by examples from the majority of the communities heavily pop-
ulated by Germans had some legal basi s .  The formation of 
Defense Committees and Vigilante Committees represented local 
action in organized efforts to uphold the principle of being 
loyal to one ' s country during war . I t  i s  true that more 
often than not these committees and law enforcement officers 
were more prone to coerce suspects than to convince them of 
their d esire s .  If thi s were not the case , there would have 
been no demonstrations or vigilante action. In a sense the 
coercive action expressed by local committees was an attempt 
to get the same results as Howard experienced only the com-
mittees were formed during the war , and they were very much 
in a hurry to see manifestations of loyalty . 
These manifestations of loyalty were already outlined 
by government agencies  on the national level . The Creel 
Committee , and the State Council of Defense tended to establ-
·i sh a general stereotype for a truly loyal citizen. Most 
-
often if the person fitted himself into the stereotype hi s 
loyalty was rarely questioned . The violence shown against 
Germans,  though extreme , was not any worse than that exper-
ienced in other German American communities  in the nation, 
nor was this violence the ultimate reaction against a 
minority in the two counties studied . What mieht have oc-
curred i f  there were no legal valves to check the anti-German 
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feelings? Though the action taken by federal marshalls, secret 
service agents and defense committees were not always indis-
criminate or just , they did act as a valve to release com-
munity feelings before they reached the proportions of mob 
actions . 4 The fact that Prager was never accused of a crime 
before a court of law i s  an indication of how far a community 
might go without some agenci es acting between the mob and the 
court.  
However ,  there ls  a good example available in the race 
riots 1n East st . Loui s .  In that city marauding mobs on July 
2 ,  1917 wandered the streets 1n search of Ne �roe s .  When the 
riot s ,  which lasted from 9 o ' clock in the evening until after 
midnight ended , forty-seven peo9le , both �egro a�d white 
had been killed , nearly a hundred hospitali zed , several 
hundred received minor injuries ,  at least seven �egroe s  were 
burned to death, and five East st . Louis police officers met 
5 their d eaths during a battle between whi tes and �e�roe s .  
In contrasting the East S t .  Louis rioi-with the attack 
on Robert Prager 1t i s  immediately obvious that both occurred 
as a result of a breakdown of law enforcement . Sowever ,  the 
cond itions with which each situation arose were di fferent . 
4This does not excuse the fact that some d efense com­
mittees were nothing more than well or�anized mobs.  
5East St . Louis Journal , July 2 ,  1917 , l;  July 3 ,  191 7 ,  
1 , 2 ; see also " East St .  Louis  Riot s , '' H .  Doc .  No . 12Jl , 65 
Cong . ,  2 Sess . , ( 1918 ) ,  Sec .  7444. 
\ 
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The Negro migration to East St .  Louis  began about 1910 and 
continued until 1917 . In 1910 there were approximately 5 , 882 
Negroes in the city . By 1917 that figure rose to l0 , 61 7 .  
Between 1916 and 1917 the Negroes increased by 2 , 400 . They 
were made up of uneducated , " di scontented tenant farmers" of 
the south and "unsettled. young men from small towns . "  The 
decade 1900-1910 census showed that one in ten residents of 
the city was colored . Thi s estimate does not include the 
additional five to six thousand. that entered the city between 
1910-1917. 6 Professor Elliott Rud.wi ck of Southern Illinoi s  
University describes the general conditions ,  
" However ,  the period of world war I was a 
greater upheaval because , for the first time, a 
large number of Northern Negroes aggre ssively and 
unconditionally claimed equal right s .  For many 
whites it was the first encounter with Negro 
migrants who competed for jobs and seemed to be 
making unlimited demands on limited housing , 
transportation, and recreational facilities . " 7 
In 1917  the N .A .A . C . P .  also had a heaaquarters in East 
st . Loui s ,  and the American Federation of Labor8 made a 
6 
-
The East St . Louis  Journal described the influx of Negroes 
in a discriminating manner and continually printed derogatory 
articles about the �egroes and crime; see various i ssues during 
1914 to 1917 particularly December 27 , 1916 , 1 , 5 ;  December 29 , 
1917 , l ;  January 19 , 1917 ,  l ;  Rudwick, Elliot M . , Race Riots 
at East St . Louis July 2, 1917 ( Carbondale :  1964) , 164-165. 
Herea?ter-cited Rudwick. 
7Rudwick , J.  
8An organization called the Workers Protective Association, 
although not a member of the American Federation of Labor al­
lowed a few unskilled Negroes into the organization. There was 
little choice . Most factories had. an open shop or would. not 
recognize the union.:j Davi s ,  John P . ,  The American Negro Ref­
erence Book ( New Jersey: 1966 ) ,  61 . � 
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practice of admi tting the lower skilled Negroes to the union 
and some federal offi cials championed. equal rights for Negroes.  
Efforts ,  then, were mad e to alleviate the problem between 
Negroes and whites in the ctiy. 
Like the Hun�arians of Lincoln Place the �egroes crowded 
into ghettos near the factories .  They settled there partly 
because other Negroes were ther� but largely because East 
S t .  Louis like other industrial communities in Illinois  had 
a tacit understand ing among whites that no Negroes should be 
allowed to settle in all-white di strict s .  
The crux of  the Negro-white animonsity that resulted from 
the influx of Negroes can be illustrated in three stages .  
First , manufacturers believed a critical labor shortage 
would result from conscription during the war. They adver­
ti sed in southern newspapers for �e�roes to migrate . Promises 
of high pay and equal opportunity encouraged many Negroe s .  
On  May 1 1 ,  1917 the Granite City Press-Record reported: 
" • • •  large industries in East St . Louis- have con­
tracted for 5 , 000 �egroes during the next JO days .  
Real estate d ealers have been asked to build 2 , 000 
cottages to house the newcomers ,  but they demurred . "9 
Other communities felt the impact of Negro migrant s .  
Granite City , which i s  nine miles north of East St . Louis , 
the Pre ss-Record recorded that during May, 1917 " the number 
9Granite City Press-Record , May 1 1 ,  191 7 ,  l ;  Granite City 
History, 30 ; Rudwick, 16-26. 
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[of Negroes] employed at the local foundries [had] been 
greatly increased and as the warm weather comes on the Negro 
men are slee?ing in boxcars and most anyplace they can find 
while they are not working, eating their meal s in the plant 
re sturan t .  "l O 
Secondly,  the 11!egroes were a threat to union organizations. 
At the Aluminum ore Company , a non-union company , officials 
used migrant Negroes to help break up a strike called by the 
Aluminum Ore Employees Protective A ssociation. The Negroes 
who participated in the strike breaking increased anti-Negro 
tensions to such an extent that Mayor Mollman met with employees 
to encourage them to hold their tempers against Negroe s .  On 
May 23 ,  1917 delegates from various unions met with Mollmann 
and the city council to demand " drastic action to get rid of 
the migrant s . "11 Mollmann told union members he had informed 
southern governors to discourage migrant� from coming to East 
St. Loui s. 
--
F'i nally , when violence erupted the pol ice and. national 
guardsmen were either unwilling or unable to prevent mass des-
truction of life and property. 
Various outbreaks of violence against Negroes occurred 
from May throu�h July, 1917 . However, the day of July 2 ,  1917 
lOGranite City Hi story ,  30-31 . 
11.audwi'ck , 23;  East St . Louis Journal , May 17 ,  1917, 1 .  
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marks the high point of the riot period , and it  i s  thi s day 
the writer selected to contrast with the mob violence of April 
5 ,  1918 in Collinsville . 
On the evening of July 1 several whites drove [in a Ford 
car] through the Negro di strict firing shots into Negro home s .  
As  the car returned for a second. volley , l'\egro residents were 
ready and returned their fire . Shortly thereafter several 
uniformed policemen and two detectives arrived in the �egro 
di strict in a Ford squad car. The Negroes,  possibly thinking 
they were marauding white s ,  riddled the car with pi stol and 
rifle shots. ·rhe foray killed two policemen. The local 
papers ,  especially the East st . Louis Journal portrayed the 
incid.ent as an army of Negroes intent upon taking over the 
city .12  
The next morning the bullet riddled police car was final 
proof that Negro " armies were mobilizing_ for a massacre , " 13 
and the whites were ready . As early as 9 o ' clock the next 
morning crowds milled around the street s .  Labor union of-
fi cials d.irected their members to arm themselves.  These armed 
12East St.  Loui s Journal , May 24, 1917 , l ;  May 25,  191 7 ,  
l ;  May �9 , 191 7 ,  1 .  Governor Lowden ordered six companies  to 
East St.  Louis to guard against the riot s ,  but they had not 
arrived. 
13 .aud.wi ck, 40 • 
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marauders marched unmolested through the streets stopping 
trolleys, beating, kicking, and shooting Negroes .  Local 
police did �othing to prevent the riots and on occasion 
confiscated newsmen's cameras .  When the militia arrived one 
newsmen noted, "They were not interfering any more than the 
East St . Louis Police . "14 
The riot increased throughout the �egro district where 
whites burned their shacks and shot them as they poured 
out into the alley s .  The grim account of  several incident s 
gives testimony to the hatred engendered against Negroes . 
One reporter recalled. : 
"I saw Negro women begging for mercy and . pleading 
that they had harmed no one, set upon by white wome� 
of a baser sort, · who laughed . and answered the coarse 
sallies of men as they beat the Negresses' faces and 
breasts with fist s, stones, and. stick s . " 15 
On another occasion several whites, after beating a 
:'iegro, attempted. to hang him. The story of this incident 
appeared. in a st . Louis paper . The reporter noted militia 
men stood around doing nothing : 
" I  saw the most sickening incid er..t of the 
evening when they got stronger rope . To put the 
rope around the Negro's neck, one of  the lynchers 
stuck hi s fingers inside the gaping scalp and 
14Ibi d.,  87 . 
15s t .  Louis Post Dis�atch, July 2 ,  1917, l; July 3, 
1917, 1, 4, 5 ;  for other escriptlons see Rud.wick, 47 .  
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l i fted the ��er.:ro ' s head by i t161 1  terally bathing his hand in the man' s blood . "  
C!le reporter observed a mob attacking � i·�egro woman and 
a small boy . After knocking the �egro woman unconscious, 
they threw the boy into a burning shack . several 1Jegro 
children died of bullet wound s .  One white was killed when 
a bullet passed through a Negro youth and lodged in h i s  
hear_..t . Two Negroes were lynched , while others were so 
severely beaten they died a few d.ay s lat e r . 1 7  
When trial was held for nart icipant s i n  the riot--both 
iegro and white--over 121 persons were prosecuted . Of these 
many received lonp; pri son term s ,  10 to 20 year s ,  others one 
to two years, ancl others a few months in the county jai l .  For 
a short while even J\1ayor Mollmann was held for dereliction of 
duty . 
·.�hy was i t  possible for a hideous riot to take place in . 
East s t .  Louis and only one mob murder ib Collinsville? Pirst 
there i s  no doubt that pre jud i ce af:ainst N€IBroe s had existed 
far ·longer than a�ainst German s .  East St . Loui s officers 
made no attempt to alleviate Negro problems mostly because of 
the pre jud ices of the city official s .  Rudwick contends 
o f f icia.1 s used the Negro problem during the election of 1916 . 
1 6.' s 4 _., quoted in Rudwick , 7 .  
l 7Ibid . ,  48 . 
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During that oeriod Negroes were described in the local papers 
as people far less de sirable than whites,  while candidates 
for office accused one another of importing " blacks" in order 
to acquire more votes .  The general feeling in East St . Louis 
was simply that :�egroes were generally sub-humans who had 
criminal tendencies and very low moral standards. 18 
Secondly,  even though violence occurred prior to July 
2 ,  1917 not one preventive measure was taken to prevent other 
outburst s .  j Even though the Illinois  national guard was 
stationed in the city for several weeks before the July riot,  
few guardsmen tried. to prevent mobs and the Commander , Major 
Cavanaugh flatly refused to assi st the Mayor when emergencies 
arose . This was not true of Collinsville . In that city , law 
officers watched for signs of violence after the Prager lynch-
ing . 
The East St . Loui s race riot certai�ly demonstrates how 
far mob violence might go if  enough hatred i s  engendered. in 
the mob, and i f  only token resi stance is shown from police . 
Recalling that there were well over 100 peace officers in 
East st . Louis one wonders how only five peace officers in 
Collinsville could hold an angry mob at bay for over two 
hour s .  The reason was that no real hatred was demonstrated 
against Germans prior to World War I .  �o prejudiced feelings 
l8see footnote 4 above . 
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were shown that kept Germans in an inferior po sition. They 
were not as restricted as Negroes .  �ven though most aliens 
were restricted from d efense areas, they were not restricted 
to a certain living area, or special store s ,  shops ,  or public 
facilities.  
Although the anti-foreigner movement d id not subside 
in the United States after World war I ,  the people of Madison 
and st . Clair Counties did not experience as strong anti­
foreigner feelings as they d id from 1916-1918 . When the at­
mosphere surround ing Prager' s  death subsid ed,  it never rose 
again in the two countie s--not even during the period 1941-
1945. Thi s fact may be due to the many Americanized changes 
made by Germans during World War I and after,  or possibly 
the efforts of .the Americanization Commi ttee of the State 
Council of Defense whi ch continued after the war had a 
continued effect on the two counties. 19 At any rate , the 
Prager lynching marks the high point of anti-German sentiments 
in Madison and St . Clair Counties  during World War I .  
1 9see Append ix  D .  
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.APPENDIX A 
>'i·ewspaper article on Robert Paul Prager. The article 
has �any incorrect statement s ,  however ,  it does provide one 
of the few pi ctures of him. 
?rom Granite City Press-Record, Alton Evening Telegraph, 
Edwardsville Intelligence ,  Centennial Edition, September 
4,  1962 ,  8 .  
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SECTION B._PAGE EIGHT ALTON EVENING TELEGR. 
'Ha110·' Tree b 
ien. He was marched through the French Trading Post streets and pointed to as a Ger-
man spy, an accusation he \'Che· At Alton in 1807 mcnlly denied. 
C11t Do1v11 • The next night, a group or �Jary- Jn the year 1807, according to }}} · \'ille miners came to Collinsville Brink's History o( Madison County 
and told oC remarks allr:;:l'<lly made published in 1882, one small sto_ne by Prager. An a11zry cmwd went building stood on the present site 1 
o[ Alton. It was near the placei Colli11sville 
By JOOX J.DJI'EP.T ,,,,, ,f;.'C 
· where the railroad depot was erect-1 
ed niany years later, itnd is now •1 
parking lot. 
The building was used by the 
French as a place for trading with 
tilt! Indians. It was constructed o{ 
loose l'Ol'k with mortar and His roof 
was a CO\'ering o[ elm bark. 
United Pres'> Jnternatior �I ... -�,.,,,.. 
'I'he last reminder or a ni;;ht or f,,, 
mob \'iolence 4'1 years ago was re_I • :}• 
moved from the Collinsville scene . ; ,  
·1 ? «I ... '""""'"'"""_.;..: ·"'· ............. in Apn 196.. i , ! , .rj_. . ,-,,. .f -� A huge. lwisl<>d hackberry tree ,l:�s. �-"'_, :" :. , · � 
• '\. .,jt• �' ' <! ,. glandin::! on a hill 1'ust outside the ,1,� '" •.--.' .... 1! ·y \( " city limits was rcmoved
d
by a power � 1 
>·.�. •I 1 company cre1r. The ol tree had • c-• · ;J· limbs a:; thick as a man's body � . ·_.- i and it was feared the tree might � , I 1, • blow down. t. The tree w.is the scene on April. ! ._ . ..,.,.,.,... .. .. ( 
The early American settlet·s, ac­
cording to this authority, lacked 
knowlt>dge as to how long the 
building had been standing. It was 
considered possible by early histor­
ians that this building may have 
been the original location o[ Jean 
Baptiste Cardinal, the Frenchman, 
who settled here about 1783. 
Paul Prager, an uneducated Ger- . "'-' .. , 
" 
man-born coal miner. � which he pleaded wllh the mob not 
�. 1918. ol the lynching or Robert ; t . . . J.1 Pragct· had immigrated to the � \ ...,.......,.;. to disgract! Collinsville by cornmit-Uniled Stales in 1905 at the age o[ L__ � -:. �-......._ ting \ iolence. 
16. He was working at a Mary- RORF:RT P. l'RAOEU The demonstration subsided, but 
ville mine when World War I broke an hour later the crowd returned. 
out. t� Prager's room in� house, seized , Siegel told them Prager had been 
There had been demonstrations him alld marched huu tln·ou�h tlit! takt!n to East St. Louis by federal 
In Macyville in which persons sus- stt·eets. authorities. 
peeled of disloyalty had been made Four city policemen rescued P�·a· A man In the crowd called, "\Ve to kiss the flag. Miners had ex- ger fro1� _the. cro�\·d and took b1m don't believe you." The mayor !laid, pressed a fear the mine might be to the Jail m city hall. ' "Well come in and see !or your-blown up by German spies. The crowd followed and demand- sell." ' On April 3, 1918 Prager lost his ed that �rager be released. �Tay?rl The crowd searched the jail but job because he was an enemy �- J. H. Siegel m
-
�  ��c�'.' could find only one prisoner. But 
, t�vo men searched the jail ba!le­
ment and found Prag�r hldln1 un­
SYMBOL OF QUALITY - AND 
100% UNION CRAFTSMANSHIP 
Madison County's only 
Allie d U n i o n  Printing 
P l a n t  H a n d l i n g  
C o mmercial  Printing 
Exclusively. 
'fRI-Cl'fY PRINTING 
de� some building tile. 
I He was dragged out and muched 
. bare!oot through the streeta with 
a flag draped around him. 
� When the crowd reached tht city 
limits, a rope was put around Pra· 
ger's neck and the other end v;as 
thrown over the limb o! th hack-
berry tree. 
I Prager's hands were not tied, 
and as he was hoisted from the 
ground, he clutched at the rope. 
He was lowered to the ground halt­
choked. and he said with !ome dif­
ficulty, "Bl'others. I would write a 
letter." 
' Apencil and paper were handed 
him and he wrote: "Dear Parents-­
Carl Henry Prager-Dresen, Ger-
. many: I must on this the !ourth 
ot April, 1918, die. Please pray for 
me, my dear parents. This is my 
last letteL· and testament Your dear 
son and brother, Robert P a u l  
Prager.'' I 
; The mob then seized the rope and 1 
Pra.,cr was hoisted to · "''.)l. 
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Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy might.-The Bible. 
•. 
Community House Activities 
Dedication · ·:: vital book, "Abraham J.Jincoln, ·:Man of God'', in 
Tl m  Nr·�W Community JTom:e was form
ally ·'. ·· which he has presented in a striking way the spit·-
opened on the evening of 'Vashington 's Birth- itnal qualities of Lincoln. In his address, he dwelt 
day, when about 700 residents of Lincoln Place. \1pon this side of Lincoln's life. He emphasized the 
gathered to expre�s their appreciation of the build- difference between Government in America and Gov-
ing and the opportunities for development which it , . ernment in some of the other countries, pointing out 
offered to them. The building was qedicated with · that in America each citizen was a part of the Gov­
thc solen1n ,vorcls of the Lord •5 Prayer, Iecl by l\Ir. · . ernment and that the Sltccess of the Government de-
... 
Irwin Raut, in which all the audience joined. In his pended upon the honor and the loyalty of each one 
address. on the evening of dedication, President of its citizens. He said that if you want to see a 
Howard said that he wished the building devoted to picture of Uncle Sam, just go home and. look in the 
the use of the citizens of Lincoln Place for every • :· . looking glass. � . . 
purpo�e which would be of benefit to the entire 1 President Howard made a brief talk, in which he 
community. . He expressed the confidence that the . emphasized the importance of a strict enforcement 
new building would serve as a continual expression : · of the lawR, ar:d _said that w� al� want to see Lincoln . 
of the spirit of Fellowship and Service. ; · ! • Place a law-abidm? co.mmumt1 m every respe.ct, and 
The Lincoln Place Community band, led by Pro- " .. that we sh?uld stri�e rn a lovmg way to �nake thoso 
fessor Kotoff, provided music for the occasion. Feb- . : .: who are disi:egardmg the laws see the importance 
ruary 22nd· happens also to 'be President Howard's 1 ; both foi: their. o.wn sakes and for �h� sa�e. of the 
birthday, and a beautiful feature of the even41g was �'. '. r.ommumty of bemg loyal .and law-abidmg citizens. 
the presentation to l\Ir. Howard of camations by the : Community Band .. " 
:kinderga1·ten children. The children marched _in . . A community hand has recently been organi�ed in 
front of l\f r. Howard and each one presented lum , '. JJincoln Place under the direction of Professor Kot­
with a carnation, the total number representing his : : off, who is a skilled musician and a capable leader. 
age. :-. i The band is practising regularly in the Community 
Amon_g th?se who spoke were Mayor R.obert�on . House, and it is l�oped and expected that the band. of G�a111te City, Mr. H. M. Pflage1
;. om Semor V1�e- · : · will develop into a fine representative community Presid;nt, Mr. Frank Howe, . Chairman of the City enterprise, and will bring honor · to Lincoln Place Ccmnuttee on the Commumty House, Me�srs. J. and provide a high quality of music to tlie commun- · 
Hershbach and John Bradford, the aldermen reprc- ity. · 
senting Lincoln �lace, ' 'Colonel' '  Nick Alabach, · Americaiiizat.ion Classes 
Frank Orris, Alex Hideg, Aranas Vartanian, mem- · . Since the completion of the· ne\v Community hers cf the Lincoln Place Committee on the Com- . House, the clasce3 in English which have been held munity House. Mr. Irwin Raut, and Mr. Morey. The for the men of the Community on two evenings each keynote �f al� of .the talks w_
as �he great �pportuni�y :. · .' week, have grown a great deal and the enrollment fo� A.mericamzat10n an.a. de\ eloI?m:nt which the ne v . : : has reached the total of 90. TJiere is a great deal bml�mg offered the citizens of Lmcoln Pl�ce, and ... bf interest show1i, and the men of Lincoln ·Place are gr�ti�ude to . the .Commonwealth for n:iakmg the . ;i .. (. 'coming more and more to appreciate the privilege bu1ldmg possible. :; i of becoming Amerjcan citizens. 1· •• ·.=.': : Sunday Afterno.on Meetings -�."-: ; Basket Ball 
Through the initiative of Mr. Alabach and other :: ' The boys of Lincoln Place have organized a·basket " ·  .�.-citizens of Lincoln Place an important meeting in b 11 h. I • • • • fi d Th the interest of "Law Enforcement" was held in the ' " a team� w IC 1 is mamtammg a ne recor · ey . . have played several games in the new Club House Community Hom:e on Sunday afternoon, March ·2Gth _ '.auditorium, which has been equipped for basket ball, . when Mr. James R. Dunn, Immigration Inspector , ·� fand they are all very much interested. Not only. 
. .. 
of St. Louis, came over and g::ixe a helpful and in- : ; .;the boys, but the girls also are playing basket ball, cpiring addre:.m on Amedcaninzation and Law En- :· . and scarcely a day passes thnt several teams are not forcement, emphasizing particularly the point that . practising. the real secret cf true Americanism was the appli- I • 
cation of the Golden Rule in the affairz of citizen- Other Community House Actlvities 
" I  ship. The Community Sunday School, the daily kinder- · 
on· Sunday afternoon, April 2nd, Doctor John garten, and the boys' and girls' clubs are .all flour-' 
Wesley Hill, Chancellor of Lincoln Memorial Uni: ishing, and the increase in numbers since the com-
versity, Cumberland Gap, Tenn., addressed the cit i- pletion of the new building is sufficient evidence 
zens 0£ Lincoln Place in the new Community House. of the place which the Community House has already 
President Howard came over with Doctor· Hill, and taken in the hearts of the residents of Lincoln Place. 
introduced him. Doctor Hill drew some very help- . 'l'he Boy Scout troop under .Milton Allen has in-. ful lessons in American citizenship from the life of : : creased its membership about 50%, and is becoming 
Abraham Lincoln. He is the author of that ve1'Y · a stronger and stronger organization each week. . ' . 
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APPENDIX C 
COMMONWEALTH PLAN 
EQUAL OPPORTUWITY FOR ALL 
Christmas,  1924 
" Dear Commonwealth Plan Family: 
For a few moments ,  let us gather in our individual 
family groups--Dad , Mother , Kiddies ,  and all--and read aloud 
thi s message conveyed by the head of the Commonwealth Family. 
Only as we seek the guidance of our Heavenly Father ,  can 
we receive a message worthy of this season, which commemorates 
the birth of the Christ child. 
The Commonwealth has been blessed during the year 
with good business ,  which has meant particularly steady 
employment , and good wages .  We have been blessed with 
further enlargements and improvement s in our Plant , so that 
we can adequately take care of our growing business .  
our Commonwealth Plan has enabled us  to work together as 
brothers , and to produce re·sul ts which have been benefi cial 
to us all ;  the Benefit A ssociation, with its  insurance ; 
vi siting nurse , etc . ,  the Commi ssary , and �ar1ous other 
Fellowship activities,  have beautifully ministered to many 
need s ,  and have become such an integral par� of our daily 
life in the shop and at home , that we must occasionally stop 
for a moment and consider what they mean to us.  Our home 
life and shop life must each help the other and make our 
Commonwealth a Common Family . 
These and various other blessing s ,  material , and. other­
wise , have come to us during 1924 as a result of our indivi­
dual obediance to the Gold.en Rule .  
You have a rule of arithmetic and as you have found 
that you can solve problems with it and always get the correct 
answer,  you surely believe in and accept that rule ;  and to use 
any other rule, woul"d never occur to you. Now, dear Common-
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wealth Plan Family , a greater Rule has been given to us by 
the Master-Teacher , who has proved for all mankind that thi s 
Rule will solve any and every problem, and when properly 
applied will always give the correct answer.  
That Rule i s  Golden--Let• s treasure it and use it.  It  
i s  simple , but oh so effective--" Do unto others as  you· would 
have them do unto you . •  If we daily measure our thoughts ,  
our word.s ,  and our actions by it ,  we will be amazed at  the 
volume of blessings that will come to us.  I like the def­
inition of Fellowhip as--the Golden Rule in action. 
The beautiful thing about the application of the Golden 
Rule i s ,  that it  make s our right desires come true--it 
enables us to become the kind of men that we in our hearts 
want to be . And while we are accompli shing thi s we are 
steadily becoming true ,  useful , and rounded out citizens,  
husbands ,  fathers, and Com.monwealthers. 
Our uppermost thought i s  then to serve rather than to 
be served, and we find that our true and lasting happiness 
i s  the result of SERVICE to all with whom we come in contact. 
We rejoice in doing good turns daily without thought of 
reward . 
A s  we have had several meetings recently ,  we thought 
it would be well to make this letter the meeting of minds 
and hearts of Commonwealth Plan members and their loved ones 
at this Christmas season. Let ' s  gather around our cheery 
firesides and consider the joy of knowing that every member 
of our families i s  a member of our Commonwealth Plan Family, 
sharing in our Commonwealth opportunities �f service of man­
kind . 
·-
The Commonwealth Clubs will have their customary Christ-
mas celebrations,  which will bring us together in Fellowship 
contact ,  so that we may look into each other ' s  faces and read 
there the gratitude we all feel for the blessings which 1924 
has brought us .  
Every member entitled to  participate will receive an 
identifier and later a check from the timekeeper, representing 
his shares of Commonwealth Plan Savings, aggregating $60 , 000,  
during the period from July 1st to Dece�ber 31st . The member ' s  
- share will be based upon his individual Fellowship spirit of 
co-operation in the shop , and as computed upon his individual 
earnings from July lst to Kovember 30th. A member begins to 
participate after he has a six month' s  service record . 
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Please accept the cordial Christmas Greetings and New 
Year good wishes of myself and all the other officers of the 
Company . 
Let ' s make 19 25 a Golden Rule record breaker t " 1 
1Gilmore , 36- 39 . 
Sincerely yours ,  
Clarence R .  Eoward 
President 
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APPENDIX D 
RESOLUTION TO 'rHE ILLINOIS STATE 
LEGISLATURE FROM THE ILLINOIS STATE COUNCIL OF DEFENSE 
January 8 ,  1919 
" Whereas one of the duties impo sed by law upon the State 
Council of Illinois  hereby recommends to the Governor and to 
the General Assembly of Illino i s  the enactment of laws neces-
sary to give effect to the following conclusions: 
1 .  Because the Engli sh language is the common 
as well as the official language of our country , and 
because it  i s  essential to good. citizenship that 
each citizen shall have or speedily acquire , as his 
natural tongue , the language in which the laws of 
the land, the decrees of the courts and the proclam­
ations and pronouncements of its  official s  are made , 
and shall easily and naturally think in the langu­
age in which the obligations of  hi s citizenshi9 are 
defined, it  i s  the sense of thi s Council that the 
teaching of the common branches of education ( as 
reading , writing, arithmeti c ,  geography , common 
grammar and elementary history) in the elementary 
grades of  all schools in Illinois  should be in the 
Engli sh languag e ,  and that such teaching in Engl i sh 
should be by law made obligatory. 
2 .  Because the Americanization o f  aliens i s  
greatly advanced when they acquire familiarity with 
the common language of  our country , and because this 
acquisition of our language i s  helpful to every in­
dividual in every industry and greatly lessens lia­
bility to accidents ,  it  i s  the sense of  thi s Council 
that the general scheme of publ i c  ed.ucation through­
out the state should ,  by means of  evening classes 
in public  and otherwi se , provide for encouraging 
and facilitating acqui sition of  the English langu­
age by aliens who have come here after passing the 
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age of compulsory attendance at school . 
3 .  3ecause sound bodies contribute to the 
value of citizenship ,  lessen public  susceptibility 
to di seases of a general character, and thereby 
advance the common good by producing a higher state 
of public  health, i t  i s  the sense of this Council 
that there should be included in the curriculum of 
all the elementary schools of the state ,  courses 
de signed to teach the pupils habits of cleanliness, 
temperance ,  and the care of the body, and to inform 
them of the need. to maintain the publ ic  heal th as 
an obligation of citi zenship . 
4.  3ecause it  i s  highly advi sable that each 
mature citizen of the state shall have some vocation 
as a means of livelihood, it  i s  the sense of thi s 
Council that provision be made by law for the 
expansion Qf vocational training in the school s of 
the state . 1 11 
lFinal Report , 7 3-74.  
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